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Specializing in SERVICE to the school and professional musician . . . .

NEW MEXICO'S COMPLETE MUSIC EDUCATION CEN ER
OFFERING -

Quality ... Dependability ... Integrity ... Professionalism

PONCHO ROMERO

RON ELLIS

Trumpet, .Brass· & Jazz ,Band Clinician
Sales Representative, Music Educ. Dept.
Bob Farley Music Center
Poncho is a graduate of the West Las
Vegas Schools, New Mexico State Uni versity, and North Texas State University School of Music. Most recently he
has been the Musical Director and Arranger for Common Ground, a Floridabased show group traveling extensively
throughout the country.
He has taught a,t the University of
Texas at Arlington and was a teaching
assistant at North Texas as well as various public school teaching experiences.
All of us who have known him through
the years are very proud of his ma.ny
musical and academic accomplishments
and the many awards he has received.
Pancho will be traveling extensively
and will be available to help with clinics,
workshops, rehearsa.ls, solo appearances
throughout New Mexico.

Classical Guitarist
Manager, Guitar Department
Bob Farley Music Center
Ron, a graduate of the Un ivers it y of
Southern Colorado, has also attended
the University of California. He has been
actively involved in all phases of guitar
performance including the Pueblo Civic
Ballet Company Orchestra, various solo
performances, visiting artist at USA,
AND NUMEROUS POP BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS.
Ron has taught private and group
guitar at USC, The Merino Valley School
District and in various studios. We are
proud that he has been on our staff as
manager of the Guitar Department for
over a year, has done numerous clinics
and workshops in New Mexico Schools
and will be available to help teachers
with guitar classes throughout New Mexico.

SCOTT E. MENOOKER
Tuba Soloist and Clincian
Music Education Deparment,
Bob Farley Music Center
Scott, a graduate of lnd ana Unive
sity, ha s studied with the finst, includi
Bill Bell , Harvey Phillips , and Rog
Bobo.
Included in his extensive profession
playing experiences are gue;t solo pe
formances with the New 'brk Philha
manic, the American Brass Juintet, a
the Symphony of Madrid numero
Broadway musicals; a Carne~ie Hall so
recital as well as many ot,er featur
solo performances.
Scott has taught at lndiara Universi
Berklee School of Music, I nt,rlocken a
various public schools in Boston a
Arizona .
We are pleased that Mr. v1endoker
associated with us in our ~usic Educ
tion Department. He will be available
do clinics and solo performa ~ es throug
out New Mexico.

CALL OR COME BY ANYTIME FOR ALL
Y10 UR MUSICAL NEEDS .

Jm 'YlRw mllXkD
'»1.tuician
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JOHN 0. WALKER

Welcome back! I hope your director's arm is not sore anymore ,
y ou r legs and fe et are accustomed
to those long rehearsal hours,
your voice has recovered f r o m
those disciplinary orders and you
are about to get back in shape for
another gr eat year. I hope your

I want to remind you of some
importan t events and activities
that you will need to know about
through this coming y ear.
(Continued on Page 4)

Ou,· ExecutivP Secretary Says ...

NEW MEXICO MUSIC
INDUSTRY COUNCIL
or inform ation . co ntact Rollie Heltlllall

EDITOR

DUANE J. BOWEN
School of Music
ENMU , Portales 88130
Printer
Bishop Printing & Litho Co .
Portales, N .M. 88130
Published by the New Mexico Music
ducators Association. Three issues per
ar: Fall, Win t er, Spring. Subscription:
3.00 per year, $1.00 per copy. Direct
bscription requests, advert1s1ng rate
qu ests, and all copy to Duane J. Bowen,
hool of Music , ENMU, Portales, N .M.
130. Send address changes to Rollie
eltman, Executive Secretary.

summer was a productive one that
will be able to carry you through
another busy year. I hope you remembered all those numbers you
heard or saw last year and said,
" I want to do that next year." I
hope you had enough uniforms to
fit everyone without too many al terations. I hope your budget has
increased so much that you can
really do what you want this year.
I hope you have now settled down
all these back to school problems
and now remember what a really
great profession and the opportunity we have to influence and
guide the students we teach, not
011ly a music influence but an influence that might provide students the tools to face their adult
lives. Remember first that they
are human beings and not tools
for our use to make great bands,
or choirs . Humnn beir:gs that need
music. Welcome Back!

ROLLIE HELTMAN
A warm welcome is extended to
the Music Educators who are new
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to New Mexico School Systems.
Warm greetings are also extended
to the many faithful and dedicated
Music Educators who are returning to their communities to continue their contributions through
music education in the schools of
New Mexico.
The New Mexico Music Educator's Association is beginning its
thirty-fifth year of service and
support to promote comprehensive
music experiences for all children
in the schools of New Mexico.
The thirty-fifth All-State Music
Festival and Inservice Conference
will again be hosted by the Music
Department of the University of
New Mexico. Dates for all - state
will be January 10-13, 1979. I urge
each of you to begin making plans
to attend. Apply for your inservice
professional leave now. Many nationally recognized conductors,
(Continued on Page 5)

BAND VEEP COLUMN

DAVID BUHMAN
I hope all of you have had a
good summer and are ready to go
back to work for another successful year. Don't forget it's not too
early to get all preparations made
for the up-coming All- State InService Convention. Make your
WALKER
(Continued from Page 3)

1. All-State Auditions -

Centers
and Dates
Remember that District 2 has
been sub-divided.

VOCAL - NOVEMBER 13-17

Date

Center

Chairman

Nov. 13-Hobbs
Ben Canfield
(Includes-Clovis, Eunice, Hobbs,
Jal, Lovington, Tatum, Melrose
and Texico)
Art Dempsey
Nov. 14-Roswell
(Includes
Roswell, Artesia,
Capitan, Carlsbad, Carrizozo,
Dexter, Fort Sumner, Hagerman, NMMI, Portales, Ruidoso)
Nov. 15-Las Cruces Guy Webb
Nov. 16-Alb.
Dale Kempter
Nov. 17-Los Alamos Don Beene
INSTRUMENTAL - NOV. 27-30
Art Dempsey
Nov. 27-Roswell
Nov. 28-Las Cruces
Ross Ramsey
Nov. 29-Alb.
Dale Kempter

plans now, your administrators
will appreciate it.
The music for the All-State
Groups has been selected. The
clinicians seemed to be a bit slower
this year. The Symphonic Band ,
under the direction of John Paynter, will perform: " LaBelle-Helene
Overture" by Offenbach / Odom
pub. Kjose West: "Othello" by Alfred Reed pub. Piedmont; an d
"Four Scottish Dances" by Arnold
/ Paynter pub. Carl Fisher. The
Concert Band, under the direction
of Dale Kennedy, will perform:
" Marche Des Parachutist" b-y
Leehmans / Wiley pub. T .R.N .;
" Suite in Eb" (all) by Holst pub.
Boosey Hawks; " Irish Tune From
Country Dairy" by Granger pub.
Carl Fisher; " Suite of Old American Dances" by R. R. Bennett pub.
Chapel; "Bond Street" arr. D. Kennedy Manuscript. The programs
look very interesting and challenging.
Many of you will be getting requests from Sam Pemberton to assist us in the All-State program.
It takes a lot of people to make

the All-State program a succe
Your help is needed and a
preciated no matter how small
might be. I would likE to tha
Sam Pemberton for taking ov
the duties of V.P. ear'.y to he
me out.
Congratulations to G ttis Juni
High Band from Clovis under t
direction of Gordon H rt for b
ing selected as this year's Hon
Group . We are looking forward
hearing this fine groLp at Al
State.
I would also like to bank all
the other directors who sent
their tapes for the Honor Gro
tryouts.
As in the past each All - St
seems to get bigger md bett
This year's should be no exce
tion . Make your plans early a
we'll see you there.

Nov. 30-Los Alamos Don Beene
2. All State Convention
We are well underway with
plans for this year's In-Service
clinic and convention. All of our
clinicians have presented fine programs and topics for us to use and
we are anticipating another fine
all-state. Check your Veep columns for more information an d
look for the Winter issue of our
magazine. January 11, 12, 13 on
the UNM campus is the date and
place. Apply early to receive your
professional leave.

Dates are March 5-10.
If you are concerned
music cut backs in you commu
ty, the American Music Conf
ence has released a booklet
loose-leaf form titled "Supp
School Music." It is a ·J ooklet
signed to help each commun
build a strong and ac:ive con
tuency to support its progre
They have a suggested step
step plan to follow . f you
interested you may get a co
from me or Rollie , o. you 1
wish to write to the Ameri
Music Conference - 1000 Sko
Boulevard, Wilmette , Illinois
60091 and ask for a copy of 'S
port School Music." I do not kn
the price but I am sur2 it will
a minimum amount. We have
several communities use this ho
let already.
Attend your District Meeting
I am looking forwar to anot
year of leadership wi h you
because of our very fine V
Presidents I know WE will h
a successful MENC year.
John 0. Walker

3. The '79 Southwestern Division
The meeting is being held in
the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado
Springs, Colorado - February 14. This is a very fine place for a
Convention so get your reservations early.
4. Music In Our Schools Week
Help our Chairman - Don H:1rdisty, by letting him know your
plans to celebrate this national
opportunity to let your public
know about your program. The
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MIO SW

April 2-8
1979

ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH
VEEP COLUMN

VIRGINIA EBINGER
I had a college friend who had
orn glasses from very early
ildhood. One of her earliest and
ost vivid memories was of the
y she got her first glasses at
e age of three or four.
"I'll never forget," said she,
h e wonder of discovering that
ass was not just one mass of
een-it was made up of sepate little piece s of green!"
We all tend to take things for
anted until something causes
be opened to a new
LTMAN
( Continued from Page 3)

nicians and music teachers will
scheduled to provide demonations of successful teaching
ategies in Music Education. All
eas of music instruction from
mentary school music as basic
ucation , instrumental and vocal
sic instruction and performce, to the college university
sic program will be addressed.
The requirements for student
rticipation, audition procedures,
quired audition music and allte program music are listed
ewhere in this publication.
ease read carefully and begin
e preparation of your students
r the audition, as competition is
en and only the very well prered students make all-state. The

way of seeing. And sometimes in
the process we find that things
are not always what they seem.
We go, most of us, placidly and
complacently along in our jobs
from day to day, year to year,
giving little if any thought to the
state of music teaching in the nation, in our state, or anywhere
else outside our own school.
It may be time we got our "new
glasses," our new way of looking
at things in and around our professional environment.
Some districts h a v e dropped
music from the curriculum of the
primary grades. Other project
such "economy" moves in the near
future. What about the district
next to you? What about your
own district? And what is there
to do? Have we really convinced
anybody that MUSIC IS BASIC?
Let me share another story. In
the early 50's I worked a year in
a little college in Mississippi. One
day, May 8th-or Eighth-of-May,
date of the Emancipation Proclamation's reaching Mississippi, I
was working in my room when I
sensed that something was happening outside. When I went to
the window, I saw a parade in the
street below, a parade of Blacks
marching in commemoration of
the end of slavery 100 years before , marching IN TOTAL SILENCE.
Did you ever just see a parade?

Can you imagine a celebration in
silence? Could we be moving toward "silent parades" in our
schools as more and more music
programs fall by the wayside or
are diluted beyond recognition?
Our theme for this year is
MAKE MINE MUSIC. Let us use
it ourselves, and let us evangelize
with it.
Now for January! Wonderful
things are in store again. One
thing I'm particularly happy about
is being able to arrange a clinic
you requested:
Trudy Janney will first work
with a group of children, and then
she'll discuss techniques and repertoire for the elementary choir.
Dr. Joseph Moreno of ENMU
will present a clinic on Music
Therapy in Special Education.
Jack Gittings of Shawnee Press
will demonstrate the use of Sight
and Sound of Music and Sing a
Song at Sight ..
All three sessions on Friday will
be presented by Jacobeth Postl,
Orff Specialist, Past President of
the American Orff-Schulwerk As sociation. Mrs. Postl will develop
concepts and materials for all age
levels, elementary and junior
high
More about all these things
next issue.
Respectfully submittea,
Virginia Ebinger

schedule and regulations for the
all-state audition will be found
elsewhere in the magazine. Please
follow instructions closely, as it is
the students who suffer when the
music instructor does not follow
the rules and meet the deadlines.
I have often written in this
column concerning accountability
of music education in the curriculum of our schools. In this day of
the great national push for "Back
to the Basics" declining enrollments, reduced funding causing
cutbacks in budgets, Music Educators must be cognizant of their
role in the total education program of their school as it directly
relates to each student, his parents
and to the community.
Like all teachers, Music Educators need to be first and fore-

most "live and growing" human
beings. The fact they have selected music as their particular dispipline places certain special requirements on them, but in no way
relieves them of their need to be
outstanding persons.
MUSIC EDUCATORS MUST:
A. Inspire others. They must
demonstrate qualities of leadership that will enable them to exJ
cite the imagination of students
and be able to communicate enthusiasm for music.
B. Continue to learn in their
own and other fields. They must
develop an attitude of intellectual
curiosity that will assist them in
finding answers not provided in
their pre-service education.
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(Continued on Page 6)

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY
VICE-PRESIDENT COLUMN

DR. DONALD M. HARDISTY
THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY In-Service Conference
activities at All-State this coming
January are being structured to
attract the interests and needs of
ALL NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS. Professors, teachers and
HELTMAN
(Continued from Page 5)

C. Relate to individuals and
society. Music Educators must develop empathy with students and
colleagues of varying backgrounds,
and maintain positive attitudes
and commitments toward children
of all cultural backgrounds. The
strengths and qualities valued b)'
cultural minorities must be incorporated to temper and strengthen traditional goals for the ultimate benefit of a humane and
effective society.
D. Relate to other disciplines
and arts. They must be able to
relate music to the other content
areas of the curriculum and its
application to the physical and
social sciences. They must know
the similarities and differences between their own and other arts.
E. Identify and evaluate new
ideas. Music Educators must develop an attitude that enables
them to seek and evaluate new
ideas. They need to welcome and
utilize technological, experimental, and exploratory developments

administrators at all levels of instruction should make every effort to attend as many of the C/ U
sessions as possible.
HIGHLIGHTS of the coming
conference, January 10-13, 1979,
include these topics and clinicians:
(1) "SELLING YOUR MUSIC
PROGRAM," and "SUPERVISION/ ADMINISTRATION TECHNIQUES," two sessions led by DR.
MAX T. ERVIN, Director of Music
Education, Tucson Public Schools
and immediate past President of
the Western Division MEN C;
(2) " COPING WITH AND PREVENTING A MUSIC CRISIS IN
YOUR SCHOOL," with MORGAN
GROVES from the American
Music Conference Headquarters in
Chicago; (3) "A 'TRIO' OF PHYSICS PROFESSORS PRESENT
NEW DEMONSTRATIONS AND
TECHNIQUES IN MUSIC ACOUSTICS," given by three Professors
from New Mexico State University, DRS. HAROLD DAW, ROB ERT LIEFELD, AND ALAN VAN
HUEVELEN;
(4)
"HOW TO
WRITE AND PUBLISH ARTI-

CLES ON MUSIC," featuri
KENNETH NEIDIG, Editor of T
Instrumentalist Magazine, Evan
ton, Ill.; and (5) "NEW MEXIC
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSIT
ADMINISTRATORS FIRST A
NUAL MEETING," Ch aired
DR. GUY B. WEBB.
MAX, as he is affectionate
known by practically e ery mus
educator in this country, is
former administrator when
taught elementary and seconda
instrumental music in the Tues
Public Schools. It is difficult
tell you about Max because he is
"musician's musician" par exv
lence! Let it suffice to say he
one of the most brilliant and qua
fied administrators/ music educ
tors in America.
His complete credentials will
listed later, but for those of y
who may wish to know more abo
him now: imagine working f
someone who actually makes yo
job easier and more enjoyabl
Imagine working for someone w
actually knows when your ban

in musical composition, teaching
procedures and aids, and sound
generating devices.

I. Apply a broad knowledge
music repertory to the learning
the students.
Music Educato
must be familiar with comprehe
sive musical resources to be ab
to respond imaginatively and si
nificantly to the diverse situatio
and demands that arise in t
classroom.
J. Demonstrate, by examp
the concept of a comprehensi
musician dedicated to teachin
Musical expertise and inspirati
are essential leadership qualiti
that can inspire students to th
most dedicated efforts. The go
music teacher discovers many o
portunities both formal and i
formal, for improving his perfor
ance as a musician and teach
and this process never ceases.
If I may be of service to yo
program development in mus
please do not hesitate to call
write: Rollie V. Heltman, Mu
Specialist, State Department
Education, Capitol Complex, San
Fe, New Mexico 87503, Pho
827-5391.
Have a great school year!!

F. Use their imagination. They
must learn to be creative, not only
with musical materials, but also
in the way they approach learning problems of the students.
G. Express their philosophy of
Music and Education. Music Educators must establish a commitment to music as an art and as a
c:omponent of education. They
should be able to communicate this
commitment not only verbally and
in written form to students, administrators and community, but
also through their professional attitudes and activities.

H. Demonstrate a familiarity
with contemporary educational
thought. They must know how
people learn and be able to apply
this knowledge in teaching music.
They must be familiar with the
latest media of instruction a n d
various schemes of educational organization.
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(Continued on next page)

( Continued from previous page)

DR. MAX T. ERVIN

rchestra, or chorus really plays
L tune and with musical meanLg and expression? Most import~tly, Max has that unique ability
, bring forth the best in people;
Du know he is truly interested in
Le desirable results you obtain,
1d you also know he will support
1d guide you when you need
elp. When Max improvises at the
lano, you experience how deghtful music can really make you
?el - he makes you laugh, and
e inspires you with a sincere apreciation of your fellow man. Dr.
rvin exemplifies "AN EDUCATD MUSICIAN" as was written in
y V/ P column, April, 1977, p.
)-31. If you have a minute,
ease check it out.

The planning session for t h e
Juthwestern Division Convention
as held in Wichita last May 19). At the request of President
>hn Walker and as Presidentect, I represented NMMEA and,
1bsequently, was appointed by
W President Wynne Harrell as
hairman of all instrumental and
mior High School Instrumental
ssions for the conference in Feb1ary 1-4, 1979. In this capacity I
lVe coordinated efforts with Don
)rbett, SW President-elect, and
.e following is a brief outline of

1

some exciting and informative
events planned for you in Colorado: (1) "DEVELOPING SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
PROGRAMS," a three-day sequential panel discussion with a list
of outstanding clinicians including
DR. DWIGHT DALE - Colorado
Springs Public Schools, DR. MAX
T. ERVIN-Tucson Public Schools,
NORVIL HOWELL -Clovis, DALE
KEMPTER - Albuquerque, TIM
LAUTZENHEISER - NMSU, DR.
JAMES MIDDLETON - University of Missouri at Columbia, HOWARD SHIPLETT - Ysleta School
District at El Paso, DR. KEN
THOMPSON
Wichita Public
Schools, DR. BARRIE WELLS University of North Dakota, anct
DR. LOUIS WERSEN - formerly
Philadelphia Public Schools and
now Fort Lauderdale, Florida;
(2) "TACTICS FOR DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP
SIGHT-READING SKILLS," led
by DRS. JAMES MIDDLETON
AND ROBERT OTTMAN - North
Texas State; (3) "GRANTSMANSHIP IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS," Co-Chaired by ALEX
CAMPBELL
Coordinator of
Music, Jefferson County Schools
in Lakewood, Colorado, and DR.
GENE WENNER - Arts Education
Coordinator, US Office of Education, Washington, D.C.; (4)
"HANDLING THE M U S I C
CRISIS IN T H E P U B L I C
SCHOOLS," paneled by MORGAN GROVES - American Music
Conference in Chicago, DR. MAX
T. ERVIN - Tucson Public Schools,
DR. MARY REED - Asst. to Chief
Deputy Supt., Office of L.A. County in Downey; DR. GENE WENNER - Washington, D.C., and DR.
LOUIS WERSEN - Past President
of MENC in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida; (5) "WHERE ARE WE
WITH THE CURRENT COPY RIGHT LAW S," with DR.
CHARLES GAR:Y - McLean, Virginia; (6) CONCERT - READING
SESSION OF NEW FESTIVAL
MATERIALS," sponsored by a
New Mexico music dealer and performed by the New Mexico State
University Wind Ensemble direct-
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ed by TIM LAUTZENHEISER.
Subject to the approval of the
NMMEA Board of Directors, I
have made the following appointments to become effective during
my term of office as President,
January, 1979-81; STATE CHAIRMAN FOR MUSIC IN OUR
SCHOOLS WEEK (for 1979 the
dates are APRIL 2-8, 1979); MRS.
VIRGINIA EBINGER, Los Alamos
Public Schools; ST ATE RESEARCH CH A I RM AN, DR.
DAVID WILLOUGHBY, Eastern
New Mexico University; and
STATE ADVISOR TO STUDENT
MENC CHAPTERS, DR. WILLIAM TIETZE, Western New
Mexico University.
PLAN TO BECOME AN ACTIVE MEMBER, of NMMEA, SWMENC, and MENC! The more you
are involved, the more people you
meet, the more you learn, the
more fun you get from life by being a music educator. Hope to see
you in Albuquerque (January 1013, 1979), and Colorado Sprinigs
(February 1-4, 1979).

............................................................................

House ol
Music
118 Main, Clovis
763-5041
Sands Center, Portales
356-4242
"SERVING THE AREA
SINCE 1953"
BAND INSTRUMENTS
PIANOS, ORGANS
SHEET MUSIC

Personal Attention
To All Orders
REPAIRS

........................................................................

ORCHESTRA VEEP
COLUMN

CHORAL VEEP COLUMN

Several exciting clinic sessions
are planned with Mr. John Tellaisha of the educational division of
Scherl and Roth. We have asked
that at least some of these sessions
be directed toward the development and special problems of the
middle school orchestra. Mr. Don
Robertson of the Violin Shop in
Albuquerque will also conduct a
clinic on emergency string repair.

I hope you have had a profitable
md pleasant summer and that all
is going well for you this school
year. This year's All-State promises to be an outstanding event
with the finest clinicians and guest
conductors we have ever had.
The music for this year's choirs
has been selected and the list was
published in the April issue of the
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. If
you have lost that issue, contact
THE MUSIC MART in Albuquerque and they will mail you a list.
The All-State audition numbers
are as follows:
MIXED CHORUS -Tu Pauperum
Refugium - J osquin des Prez
(to be sung in LATIN)
GIRLS CHORUS -The Tambourine Player - Robert Schumman
(to be sung in ENGLISH)
BOYS CHORUS
Streets of
Laredo - arr. by Ralph Hunter
Please refer to your April issue of
the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN to
know which songs will be sung in
languages other than English.
Have your best students learn any
solo or small chorus passages so
they will be prepared to audition
if they are selected to attend this
year's All-State.
Our clinicians for this year will
be Mr. Ron Shirey from TCU conducting the Mixed Chorus and Ms.
Margaret Hawkins from the Milwaukee Conservatory of Music in
Milwaukee, WI conducting the
Girls Chorus. Both of these clini cians come to us with the highest
recommendations and I think we
can rest assured that this year's
All-State will be one of the finest
yet.
As of this writing I have received three applications for the
Honors Choir position. Hobbs
High School Chorus has been selected as this year's All-State
Honors Choir. Congratulations to
Mr. Ben Canfield and his students.
I want to thank those schools

Let me remind you, as we begin
a new school year, to please send
me any news of concerts or special
.o rchestral activities so that they
might be included in the magazine. Also, please note the measure
numbers for auditions in the or-

chestral selections listed elsewhere
in the magazine. I hope that everyone is off to a good start and that
we can hope to witness another
strong year, orchestrally in New
Mexico.

KIM THOMPSON
Plans are almost completed for
the 1979 All-State Clinic and InService Conference. After several
rounds with publishers, the string
orchestra program has been set, as
well as that of the symphony orchestra, and both promise to be
exciting experiences for our students. Conductor for the String
Orchestra is Eugene Lombardi of
Arizona State University, while
Abraham Chavez will conduct the
Symphony. Mr. Chavez is conductor of the El Paso Symphony Orchestra. Chairman for the String
Orchestra will be Mr. David Huey,
Artesia orchestra director, while
Mrs. Mary Helen Klare of Los
Alamos will chair the Symphony
Orchestra.
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who have entered tapes for co
sideration this year and to e
courage the remaining choir dire
tors to consider this honor f
their group in the future.
I tentatively have a clinic co
mitment from Dr. Guy Webb
the topic of STYLISTIC TEC
NIQUES FROM THE RENAi
SANCE TO THE ROMANTI
PERIOD . I know you will be loo
ing forward to this presentati
and to others which I hope to ha
finalized by the first of Septembe
I will be sending a letter to ma
of you requesting your help in t
position of auditioners or se
geant-at-arms.
I hope you will be able to a
cept your assignment as you ha
most graciously done in the pa
If your name should not be on t
official program, please contact
and I will do everything I can
get you a position to fill.
Audition dates for Choral st
dents will be as follows:
Hobbs - Nov. 13 - Ben Canfiel
Chairman
Roswell - Nov . 14 - Art Dem
sey, Chairman
Las Cruces - Nov. 15 - Guy
Webb , Chairman
Albuquerque - Nov. 16
Da
Kempter, Chairman
Los Alamos Nov . 17
Beene , Chairman
Audition procedures are publish
in this issue or may be obtained
writing Rollie Heltman, Sta
Dept. of Education, Santa Fe, Ne
Mexico 87501. However, it will
useful to remind you that A
AUDITION SOLOS, AND R
QUIRED CHORUS PIECE MU
BE FROM MEMORY!!! If y
have further questions feel fr
to write to me in care of Rosw
High School, 500 W. Hobbs S
Roswell, NM 88201 and I will t
my best to get you answers! W
come to the new directors to o
state and best wishes to all of y
for a successful year.

COPY DEADLINE
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
HOWARD JOHNSON MOTEL
AUGUST 26, 1978
ALBUQUERQUE

H OSE PR ESENT:
r esident :
John 0. Walker
ice President, Band
David Buhman,
Sam Pemberton, Elect
Charles Rives ,
ice President, Chorus
Wayne Anderson, Elect
ice President, Orchestra Kim Thompson,
Mary Helen Klare , Elect
ice President, Elem./ JHS Virginia Ebinger
·ce President, Uni / Coll
Don Hardisty
x ecutive Secretary
Rollie V. Heltman
itor, NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN: Duane J . Bowen
st President
Win Christian
MAA: James Odle
! STRICT PRESIDENTS:
Don Thorp
istrict 1, SW
Sam Pemberton
istrict 2, SE
istrict 3, NW
Carl Kloosterman
Edward Martinez
istrict 4, NC
Phillip Willson
istrict 5, NE
istrict 6, Central
Bob Bouma, Absent
'strict 7, Albuquerque
Hon Fuss
GENDA:
Call to orde r and Introductions - John 0. Walker
Approval of Minutes of previous NMMEA Bd . of Directors Meeting- Heltman
Annual Financial Report - Heltman
New Mexico Activities Association Report - James Odle
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN REPORT - Duane J. Bowe n
Presidents Report - John 0 . Walker
a . Art Legislation : House Memorial # 21 , Task Force
b. Fee Schedules for 1979 All-State
c. Minority Concerns Committee
d. MENC State Presidents Assembl y
e. Support School Music , MIC
Ame r ican Music Conference
f. Reading Certification
g. A.A.E. Me mbership
Nation al Membership Drive - Heltman
Southwest Pl an nin g Session - Don Hardisty
District P residents Reports - Activities, Officers, P robl ems , etc.
All-State Audition Report - Walker and Heltman
a . 1978 dates, Center and Chairman - Walker
b. Audition Team Proposal - Guy Webb, NMSU
c. 1978 Audition Procedures - Heltman and Walker
Los Alamos letter conce rning blind girl singer
1979 All-State Music Festival and Inservice Conference - Walker
a. NMMEA Vice-Presidents Reports - Bring your proposal : 1979 All-State
Program
1) Schedules for All-State
2) Audition judges for choir and instrumentalists
3) Workshop Clinicians, reading sessions, etc. Alfred Music
Shawnee Press, Music Therapy
4) Honor Concerts
5) Presiding Chairman and Assistants
6) Sergeant at Arms-District V.P.'s will provide names
7) Transportation for Guest Conductors
b. All-State Concerts
1) Concert performance:
Order, (orchestra, band, chorus)
Student Dress, Stage Crews, Monitors,
A.M. , P.M., etc.
2) Recording of Concert
3) Ticket sales and ticket takers at concerts
4) Other
New Business
Minnesota Case, Insurance or Incorporation-Alb. Chamber of Commerce
District officers expenses are to be re-imbursed from their respective District
easurer. State NMMEA Officers and officer elect will be re-imbursed from the
late NMMEA Treasury. Please combine transportation when at all possible.
Thanks.
RVH

(Continued on Page 10)
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LEARNING THEORY
SYMPOSIUM
A national symposium on the
applications of learning theory to
the teaching and learning of music
will be held on the University of
Michigan campus in Ann Arbor
from October 30 to November 2,
1978, and from July 30 to August
2, 1979. The symposium will be
sponsored jointly by the Music
Educators National Conference
(MENC) and the University of
Michigan, and will be supported
by a grant from the Theodore
Presser Foundation of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.
The Ann Arbor Symposium
will bring together distinguished
psychologists, learning theorists ,
and music educators to examine
the contributions that current
learning theory can make to improving the effectiveness of music
teaching at all levels. Six priority
topics will be considered: (1) auditory perception, (2) affect and
motivation, (3) cognitive skills,
(Continued on Page 10)

NEWE~T
ffi(j~le
STAGE BAND
EL CABLE, arr. F. Ornelas (ME) . . . . 10.00
A traditional Mexican-American

"Cumbia " arranged for school
bands. Not difficult.
BOSSA DUO, Vic Wiliams (ME) . . . . 10.00
Written in a Latin rhythm; suitable for most junior high bands.
Optional flutes.

DREAM FOR TOMORROW,
Dominick Serpico (MD) . . .
12.00
Solo trumpet ; written " for the
trumpet of Dominic Spera."

SOUTHERN MUSIC
COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 329
SAN ANTON 10,
TEXAS 78292

SYMPOSIUM
( Continued from Page 9)

(4) child development, (5) motor
learning, and (6) memory information processing.
Each session will be based on a
series of generative papers presented by music educators or psychologists, together with responses
and discussions. The purpose of
session I will be to identify the
needs, issues, and problems in
music education which a clearer
uiderstanding of the relevant implications of current learning
theory could help to resolve. The
emphasis will be on acquainting
the psychologist participants with
the practice of music education as
it currently exists in American
schools and clarifying the needs of
the field with which session II
should be concerned, as perceived
by music educators. The purpose
of session II will be to summarize
and synthesize the insights · that
psychology and learning theory
can contribute to the teaching and
learning of music. The emphasis
will be on identifying the implications of current knowledge or
theory that can helµ the practicing music teacher to improve his
or her day-to-day instruction.
The generative papers will be
presented by a panel consisting of
twelve music educators and
twelve psychologists. A needs and
issues team will summarize t h e
major needs identified and the
most critical issues raised at session I. After session II the needs
and issues team will identify what
remains to be accomplished and
make recommendations for the
future. A dissemination team will
provide leadership in the effort to
acquaint the nation's music teachers with the results of the symposium.
The chairman of the symposium
will be James A. Mason, president
of the Music Educators National
Conference and professor of music
at Brigham Young University in
Provo, Utah. Paul R. Lehman, associate dean of the University of
Michigan School of Music, will
serve as project director. Wilbert
J. McKeachie, director of the Center for Research on Learning and
Teaching at the University of

BOARD OF DIRECTORS-(Continued from Page 9)
CALL TO ORDER:
President Walker called the meeting to order with words of welcome at 9:C
A.M . with most everyone present. Introductions were made. There was one ne·
District President, Ron Fuss, Albuquerque & Three NMMEA Officers elect presen
APPROVAL OF MINUTES-NMMEA Board of Directors Meeting, Jan. 11, 1978
Secretary Heltman presented the minutes of the January 11, 1978 NMME,

Board of Directors Meeting as printed in the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, Volurr.
XXV, No. 3, Spring 1978. Charles Rives, moved, seconded by Carl Kloosterman th1
the Minutes be approved as printed. Motion Passed .
ANNUAL NMMEA FINANCIAL REPORT:

Rollie V. Heltman, Executive Secretary-Treasurer presented copies of th
audited report of the NMMEA Financial Income and Expenditures for the perio
of August 1, 1977 to August 1, 1978. The report shows a total income of $30,459.1
with total expenditures for all NMMEA Activities at $23,494.22, leaving a balance i
the First National Bank of Belen, New Mexico of $6,964.91. The total operation ha
a net gain of $2,651.46. The Association has a net Reserve of approximately $11
000.00 which would support about one-half a year's operation, if there was no othE
income. Heltman recommended that All-State Fees of $2.00 for student Auditior
remain the same, and that All-State Student and Adult Fees also remain the sarr
(student $6, Adults 12.50, Concert Tickets, Adults 2.50 and students 1.00). CharlE
Rives moved, seconded by Carl Kloosterman that the NMMEA Financial Report t
accepted as printed. Motion Passed.
REPORT: NEW MEXICO ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION, James Odle, Exec. Sec.

Mr. James Odle reported that the Music Activities Calendar dates had bee
printed in the September NMAA Bulletin. If there were additions or changes 11
would be glad to print them at future time.
NMMEA INCORPORATION OR LIABILITY INSURANCE?

Mr. Odle raised the question about Liability Insurance for the NMMEA whic
Secretary Heltman had asked him to report on. He reported that the NMME
Liability Insurance was tied to their other insurance, such as fire, and theft. fl
reported that the National Association of High School Activities was working on
fund which would be a mutual fund for all the states. However, the fund was nc
fully functional at this time. Heltman's concern is raised by the lawsuit the Mir:
nesota Music Educators Association had filed against their past and present off
cers over the right of students to participate in activities outside the school mus
program when there was a conflict in schedule. Attorney fees for the lawsuit we
very high and practically bankrupted the Minnesota Music Educators Associatio
After much discussion , Chuck Rives moved, seconded by Hon Fuss, that the Nl\
MEA Executive Secretary and Executive Committee be authorized to investiga
incorporation of the Association and all related tux and insurance cost. Such info
mation is to be presented to the January 10, 1979 NMMEA Board of Directors Mee
ing. The Executive Secretary is authorized to pay from the Association Treasw
any and all expenses incurred in this investigation. Motion passed.
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN FINANCIAL REPORT, Duane J. Bowen, Editor

(See Attached)
Don Hardisty moved, seconded by Sam Pemberton that the report be acceptE
as presented. Motion Passed.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT: John 0. Walker

President Walker reported on the ad hoc Committee formed by the Arts Spe1
h1list, Rollie Heltman & Helen Thompson of the Staie Department of Education
explore ways and means to respond to the request contained in the 1978 Legisl
tive House Memorial # 21 to specify explicidly Minimum Educational Standards f
Art, Dance, Drama and Music for the schools of New Mexico. Two meetings we
held which resulted in the following recommendations to the State Board of Ed1
cation: Establish a Task Force Committee to study and make recommendations fc
possible revision of the Minimum Standards for the Arts in Education; Establi
a Task Force Committee to study and make revision, or strengthen requiremen
in the Arts for Teacher Certification for both classroom teachers and arts specia
ist; Establish a Task Force Committee to update the SBE Position Paper to inclU(
Goals and Objectives for the four Arts disciplines: Art, Dance, Drama & Musi
and, to develop a handbook to assist Administrators, classroom teachers and spe
ialist to implement Arts programs for all students in the schools of New Mexic
Fee Schedule for the 1978-1979 All-State Program:
Student Audition Fee ___ ___ ___ __ _$ 2.00
Student All-State Fee _____ ______ $ 6.00
Music Instructor All-State Fee ____ $12.50
(Continued on Next Page)

(Continued on Page 11)
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aoARD OF DIRECTORS- (Continued from Page 10)
Concert Tickets:
Adults --------$ 2.50
Student -------$ 1.00

SYMPOSIUM-Continued

Minority Awareness Commission: President Walker or Secretary Heltman has
eceived no report from Louis Ballard, Commission Chairman at this time .

MENC STATE PRESIDENTS ASSEMBLY, Chicago, April 8-12, 1978: President
Valker discribed the new plan for the MENC National and Divisional Conferences.
h ere will be a National Conference every year beginning in 1980. The 1979 Divionals will be the last as we know them. The new three Divisional Meetings held
n alternate years will be designed as professional development Seminars.
President Walker explained the new program that is available from the Amerin Music Conference. The program is designed to assist music instructors to
r event crises of cut backs in School Music Programs.
The Reading Certification requirement has been reinstated with a deadline of
82 . All teachers will have to meet this requirement by then.
Secretary Heltman explained that the NMMEA Membership in the New Mexo Alliance for Arts Education had expired. Win Christian moved, seconded by
h arles Rives , NMMEA pay the $25 dues to NMAAE for the current year. Motion
a ssed.
ATIONAL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE:
State Membership Chairman, Heltman distributed MENC & NMMEA memberip recruiting packets to each of the District Presidents and NMMEA Officers,
plaining the aim is to make sure all new music instructors have an opportunity
enroll and that members whr ~~ dues have expired be urged to renew their memership. These dues are tax uedw .ible.
OUTHWEST MENC PLANNING SESSION Don Hardisty
Don Hardisty, represented NMMEA at the MENC Divisional planning session
Wichita, Kansas at the request of President Walker. Hardisty had an extensive
port, see elsewhere in this publication. SWMENC will be in Colorado Springs,
olorado February 1-4, 1979. Plan to attend.
!STRICT PRESIDENTS REPORTS
istrict 1-SW- Don Thorp (See attached)
(Continued on Page 13)

Michigan and past p resident of th e
American Psychological Association, will serve as a special consultant.
Both sessions will be open to
the public and will be organized
so as to provide opportunities for
persons in attendance to become
involved and to interact in various
ways. Because space is limited,
persons wishing to attend session
I are asked to pre-register by
writing to Charles Moody, MENC,
1902 Association Drive , Heston,
Virginia 22091.
The Music Educators National
Conference will publish a summary of the major ideas presented
at the two sessions as an insert in
the Music Educators Journal and
will also publish a book containing
the papers and an edited version
of the responses and discussions.
The organization will devote sessions to the Ann Arbor Symposium
at each of its six divisional meetings in 1979 and the symposium
will provide a major focus of the
biennial n a t i o n a 1 meeting of
MENC in Miami in 1980.

PROFESSIONAL FUND RAISERS
Post Office Box 547 • Selmer, Tennessee 38375 • Telephone 90 I / 645-3255

DAVE BUHMAN

BRUCE KROKEN

ZONE MANAGER
1825 CANDLELIGHT DR.
LAS CRUCES, N.M. 88001

4517 BALI COURT
ALBUQUERQUE , N.M . 8 7111
(505) 294-1959

(505) 522-5676

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SHORT, WELL- O RGANIZE D P ROG RAM
Q UALITY PRODUCTS- PROVE N COM MU N ITY AC CEPTANCE
PERS ONAL A SSIS TANCE-S TART TO FINISH
DELIVE R Y IN CO M P ANY TRUCKS
PROM O TI ONAL M ONEY
NO R IS K G UARANTEE
AU DIO -VI SUAL TRAIN IN G F O R STU DENT LEA DE RS
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Tourmaster Riser

Travelmaster Shell

CALL WENGER
TOLL-FREE
for PRODUCTS
& SERVICES!

Graduation Staging

Sound Module® Room

Percussion Cabinet

25L Wenger Building, Owatonna, MN 55060
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CORPORATION

ARD OF DIRECTORS-Continued from Page 11)

Hstrict
Hstrict
Hstrict
Hstrict
listrict
tistrict

W ISE WINN ER IN 23rd
ANNUAL ASA-OSTWA LD
BAND COMPOSITION
CONTEST

2-SE-Sam Pemberton (See attached)
3-NW-Carl Kloosterman (See attached)
4-NC-Edward Martinez (See attached)
5-NE-Phil Wilson (See attached)
6-Central-Bob Bouma (See attached)
7-Albuquerque-Ron Fuss (See attached)

lLL STATE AUDITION PROGRAM REPORT
1978 Audition dates, centers and chairman (See elsewhere in this publication)
The Audition Team proposal for 1978, Dr. Guy Webb, NMSU
Carl Kloosterman moved, seconded by Sam Pemberton that the proposed team
e approved as presented. Motion passed. Although a team was approved, confiriation of participation is still pending. The list is not published at this time.
All-State Audition Procedures for the 1978 Auditions are printed elsewhere in
his publication. There are a few important changes. Please note and follow careully. President Walker noted a request from Sheldon Kalberg concerning a blind
irl in his program who sings exceptionally well. Kalberg requested a waiver of
he sightreading requirement in the audition by substituting a tonal memary test
hat does not require the reading. Virginia Ebinger moved, seconded by Don Thorp
hat the waiver be granted. Motion passed.

979 ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL A ND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
Vice Presidents Reports :
Vice President Band-Dave Buhman-attached
Vice President Chorus-Charles Rives-attached
Vice President Orchestra-Kim Thompson-attached
Vice President El. & JH-Virginia Ebinger-attached
Virginia Ebinger moved , seconded by Carl Kloosterman that NMMEA allow
xpenses and fees for Jacobeth Postl, Clinician for Elementary Junior High School
ession. Motion passed. Mrs. Ebinger hopes to have another organization share one
alf the plane fare of Jacobeth Postl.
Vice President University-College-Don Hardisty-attached
Hardisty moved, seconded by Chuck Rives that NMMEA allow expenses for
~enneth Neidig, Editor of the Instrumentalist to come from Evanston, Ill. to conuct clinics for Music Educators of New Mexico on how to write and publish
rticles on music. Motion passed.
Schedules, Workshops , etc. 1979 All-State
Secretary Heitman distributed copies of previous All-State Schedules. P resient Walker took the group through item by item. Thanks to the fine work the
rice Presidents had performed, the task was completed in a shorter time than
ver before. Heitman will prepare a tentative total schedule and send to each Vice
•resident by early October for finalizing. The question was raised concerning the
ecording and producing records for student participants. Don Thorp moved, secnded by Win Christian that Rook Reed be engaged to record the 1979 All-State
:oncerts. Motion passed.
The question of transportation for Guest Conductors was raised by Secretary
[eltman. The Vice Presidents all agreed that each of them would be responsible
or arranging transportation to and from the motel for their guest conductor or
linician.

lLBUQUERQUE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SURVEY
Heitman read a letter from the Director of the Convention Bureau , Albuquerue Chamber of Commerce requesting the NMMEA participation in a survey of the
articipation and money for lodging and meals each participant spends during our
1.ll-State Conference. Charles Rives moved, seconded by Edward Martinez that the
urvey of the membership be allowed. Motion passed.
No further business being presented, President Walker declared the Board of
tirectors Annual Meeting adjourned at 5:00 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted
Rollie V. Heitman

DR. LOREN E. WISE
James Barnes, Staff Arranger
and Assistant to the Director of
Bands at the University of Kansas,
is the winner of the 23rd Annual
ABA-Ostwald Band Composition
Contest.
The winning work w as Mr.
Barnes' Symphony Opus 35. Two
movements were played by t h e
Northwestern University Concert
Band at the American Bandmasters Association Convention held
in Evanston, Ill. , in March, when
the 1978 awards were announced.
The chairman of the contest committee, Lt. Col. Jack T. Kline of
the United States Marine Band,
conducted.

1

THE NEW MEXIOO MUSICIAN
FINANCIAL REPORT
Aug. 21, 1977-Aug. 21, 1978
Receipts

Received from Mel Hill
(Balance of 1976-77 account) ---------------------$ 81.35
Received from advertisers -------------------------- 3139.51

(Continued on Page 14)
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Mr. Barnes ' check for $1500.00
was presented by Robert E. Portner, vice president of sales of
Macmillan Ward Ostwald, Inc.,
makers of Ostwald Uniforms. Ostwald has sponsored the ABA-administered competition since its
inception in 1955.
First runner-up, with a cash
award of $750.00, was Dr. Loren
E. Wise, Assistant Professor of
Music at New Mexico Highlands
University. His work was Dialogues for Percussion and Symphonic Band.

ORFF NEWS
The New Mexico Chapter of
American Orff-Schulwerk Association begins its fifth year with a
luncheon meeting at La Tertulia
in Santa Fe. President Maydelle
Meier, Albuquerque, invites all interested persons to become members of the Chapter.
This year's emphasis will be on
Book II of the Schulwerk, exploring its contents for work at all
levels of music instruction.
Special highlights · of the year
will include the annual joint meeting with the Rocky Mountain
Chapter to be held the weekend of
October 7-8 at Ghost Ranch and a
workshop with AOSA Past President J acobeth Postl to be held in
Albuquerque following All-StateIn- Service Conference.
Other meetin gs are scheduled
as follows: Luncheon meeting
January 12, Albuquerque; March
10, Albuquerque; May 12, Los
Alamos.
For further information contact
Mrs. Meier, 8213 Dellwood, NE ,
Albuquerque, (293-6672) , or Kay
Miller, 1109 Camin ita Allegre,
Sant a F e , (988- 5816).
Virginia Ebinger will serve as
clinician fo r one of th e sessions
at the 1978 AOSA National Conference in St. Louis. The Conference is scheduled for November
2 - 5.
Two summer Orff workshops
were held at New Mexico colleges
this summer. The College of Santa
Fe offered a week of full-day
sessions for two hours credit, and
UNM offe r ed a week of half-day
sessions for one hou r credit.
Margaret Agnew, Los Alamos,
earned certification this summer
in the Orff-Schulwerk Program at
Denver University. Othe r New
Mexican s enrolled in th e p r ogram
were Virginia Horner, Kay Miller,
and Diane Gardner, Santa Fe; and
Amy Ro gers, Los Alamos. Virginia
Ebinger was a member of the OSP
~hff

MUSICIAN REPORT-(Continued from Page 13)
Received from subscribeds --------------------------

5.50

Total receipts ------------------------------------------$3226.31
Expend.itures
Total paid Bishops (three issues) --------------------$2802.50
Roma Bowen (mailings) ---------------------------78.20
U. S. Postal Service
(Address correction forms) ----------------------16.03
Supplies for editor - - - - --------- - ------------------6.47
Duplicating forms (ENMU) -------------------------4.15

Total expenses -----------------------------------------$2933.~
Balance on Hand Portales National Bank ________ ____ ___ 292 .31
Balance on Hand petty cash --------------------------.61
$3226.31
,:, Includes $25.00 teceived for 1978-79 advertising
Total cost of printing and magazine postage
billed from Bishop Printing ____________________________ $3152 .50
Total paid from earnings ----------------------------------- 2802.50
Paid by NMMEA ___ ___ __________ __________ _________________ $ 350.00
Cost of each Issue :
Fall
$1079.61
Winter
948.95
Spring
1123.94
All accounts receivable are paid to date .
All accounts payable are paid to date .
Signed
DUANE J . BOWEN

Editor

SELECTIONS FOR THE 1979 ALL-STATE BANDS
Symphonic B,a nd
Four Scottish Dances
La Belle Helene Over.
Othello
Mvt. 2, 3, 4

Malcolm Arnold
arr . J. Paynter
Offe nb ach/ Odom
Alfred Reed

Carl Fish er

Leemans / Wiley
Holst

T.R.N .
Boosey Hawks

Granger
Robert Bussell
Bennett
arr. Dale Kennedy

Carl Fisher

Kjose West
P iedmon t

Concert Band
Marche Des Parashutistes
Suite in Eb
All Movements
Irish Tune Country Dairy
Suite of Old American
Dances
Bond Street

Chapel
He will furnish parts

ATTEND
Music Teachers' Banquet
at
All- State

New Mexico Chapter
American Orff-Schulwerk
Association

Thursday, January

11 -

Make Reservations When
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5:30-7:30 p.m.
Pre-Registering

a complete TONE CHOIR
for your school band ...
NOW YOU CAN ACHI EVE the exquisite balance you want for
your marching band with tone-choir matched brasses.
Another exciting first, exclusively by Getzen!
Choose the Eb/D trumpet for brilliance and the fluegelhorn
for mellowness. Add the rich depth of the alto and French
horn trumpets . Blend them all together with the sonority
and oomph of the bass trumpet and valve trombone . Result :
pure brass sound and a tonal flexibility you never
dreamed possible. And all this, with professional quality
brasses economically priced. Ask your dealer to let you try
these great brasses with your band now!

All models are available in
silver, nickel or chrome plating
at slightly higher cost.

GETZEN

r----------------------------------,
GETZEN CO., Elkhorn , Wisconsin 53 12 1

NM -9

Please send educational literature and new catalog .
valve models .

THE COMPLETE
AND ORIGINA L
GETZEN FAMILY
OF FINE
BRASSES

ADDRESS-------------CITY _ _ _ _ __ STATE _ _ _ zfp _ __

L----------------------------------~

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

OFFICIAL HANDBOOK
Governing Procedures for Inter - Scholastic Music Activities

1977
INTRODUCTION
The Philosophies and Operating Procedures set forth in this Handbook for
the various Inter-Scholastic Musical
Activities which are recommended by
NMMEA and approved by the New
Mexico Activities Association are the
results of many years of study and
work by Music Educators of the Colleges and Public Schools of New
Mexico.
By establishing these Philosophies,
Rules and Regulations in a Handbook
of Procedures removed from the Constitution and By-Laws of the Association, changes as condition demands, can
be made at any regular meeting of the
NMMEA Board of Directors, and/or
NMMEA Executive Committee as per
its authority, or at any regular business meeting of the Members of the
Association without the process of a
Constitutional Amendment. Any change
in procedures is subject to the Ap.:.
proval of NMAA.
ARTICLE I
THE ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
SECTION I. PURPOSE
THE PURPOSE OF THE ALL-ST A TE
STUDENT MUSIC FESTIVAL AND
TEACHER INSERVICE CONFERENCE
IS:
A. To provide the well prepared talented music student an opportunity
to participate in a fine musical organization under the direction of
a recognized specialist not available
in the students' local school program.
B. To provide the Music Students motivation for greater achievement in
their music education.
C. To provide the Music Teachers an
opportunity to observe the specialist demonstrate successful techniques in the field of Music Education Instruction.
D. To provide the Music Teacher an
opportunity to hear new music literature, review and examine music
learning materials new instruments, textbooks, etc.
E. To provide the Music Teacher the
opportunity to hear fine musical
groups which they might not otherwise hear during the school year,
which may inspire them to maintain
high standards of instruction in
their own educational system.
SECTION II. PROCEDURES
A. DATE:
ALL - STATE
STUDENT
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
1. The All-State Student Music Festival and Inservice Conference
shall begin as determined by the

NMMEA Board of Directors.
B. SITE SELECTION: ALL - STATE
STUDENT MUSIC FESTIVAL AND
INSERVICE CONFERENCE:
1. Invitations for the ALL-STATE
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND CONFERENCE SITE to be held one
year hence, shall be submitted in
writing to the NMMEA President
prior to the NMMEA Board of
Directors meeting,. which is held
the evening before the beginning
of the ALL-ST A TE STUDENT
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE.
2. An invitation must include: proposed date, description of facilities such as rehearsal space, concert space, commercial display
space, lodging -and meals. Only
those invitations describing facilities deemed adequate by the
Board of Directors will be submitted to the association membership for balloting. The membership will choose the festival
site by a vote of the membership
at the general annual meeting if
more than one invitation is received.
3. The elected host school will provide all necessary facilities and
equipment for the proper operation of the Conference and Festival without cost to the Association.
C. INSERVICE CONFERENCE AND
MUSIC FESTIVAL OPERATION
RESPONSIBILITY
1 It shall be the responsibility of
the NMMEA Executive Committee to make the arrangements for
the activities of the NMMEA AllState Inservice Conference and
Student Music Festival.
2. The NMMEA All-State Music
Festival and Inservice Conference
is self- supporting. Revenue is obtained by the following methods:
a. NMMEA members Conference
fee
b. Student participating Festival
fee
c. MENC New Mexico Student
member Inservice Conference
fee
d. Sustaining members Festival
fee per display unit. All Commercial Firms displaying or
participating must be a Sustaining Member.
e. Public Concert Admission fee
3. The amount of each fee shall be
determined by the N M M E A
Board of Directors yearly.
4. The All-State Music shall be furnished by the particiapting stu-
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dent or school.
5. SELECTION OF CLINICIAN
GUEST CONDUCTOR:
a. Each of the NMMEA Ban
Chorus and Orchestra secti
meetings during the All-Sta
Inservice Conference and M
sic Festival will nominate
minimum of five names f
guest conductors for the f
lowing year. The members
present will vote on the ord
of preference of nominees.
b . The Vice-President of ea
section shall contact in ord
of preference, the clinician f
acceptance.
c. The NMMEA President wi
the approval of the Executi
Committee, will make the fi
contract arrangements with t
clinician.
6. SELECTION OF
CONCERT MUSIC
a. The clinician or guest condu
or will select a program
music not to exceed twen
five minutes of performa
time. The list of music will

subject to the approval of t
NMMEA Executive Committ
The clinician shall provide t
list of music by a specif'
date.
D. ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR ST
DENT PARTICIPATION IN AL
STATE AUDITIONS:
1. Any student regularly enrolled
grades nine through twelve, i
public, private or parochial sch
for the full school year, may
ply through his / her school mu
instructor to audition to parti
pate in an All-State Music Gro
The following rules and regu
tions must be met by all s
dents desiring to audition
participate in the All-State Mu
Festival.
a. All students must be pass
in fifteen (15) hours of sch
work per week and shall h
passed 3 units of acade
work the semester prior to
All-State Music Festival
b. Only regularly enrolled me
ditions.
bers of organized school gro
may audition for and part
pate in an All-State group,
less no such organization
ists in their school. The s
dent must be an active p
ticipant in good standing in
school organization, which s
be the same as the All-St
(Continued on Page 17)
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group he is seeking to participate in at All-State.
(1) O n 1 y regularly enrolled
members for the full school
year of organized bands and
orchestras may audition and
participate in an All-State
band or orchestra.
(2) 0 n 1 y regularly enrolled
members for the full school
year of organized school
choral groups may audition
for and participate in an
All-State choral group.
c. Each student must have the
approval of the director of the
local music group he wishes to
audition for and participate in
at All-State prior to auditioning.
d. A student may audition for an
All - State instrumental or vocal group, but not both. A student auditioning on rnore than
one instrument m:1c,t •... ke his
preference known on his audition judging sheet at the time
of his registration. If he should
qualify on both instruments he
will be assigned according to
his stated preference.
e. No student shall be allowed to
audition unless registration is
postmarked before the deadline date. Late registrations
will be returned by the Audition Center Chairman.
f. A transfer student newly enrolled in school and in a band,
orchestra or a chorus, meeting
all other eligibility requirements may be permitted to
audition for an All-State group.
E. STUDENT RULES FOR PARTICIPATION IN ALL-STATE GROUPS:
1. Students selected to participate
in an All-State group will be expected to attend all scheduled
events.
2. Any exception or absence from
a scheduled event must be cleared
through the V.P. in Charge.
3. Individual Music Instructors at
the local school may not choose
a replacement for a previously
selected student who finds he
cannot attend. Alternates are not
generally used.
4. If a local music instructor learns
within one week after the final
day of All-State Auditions a stu-

Patronize

Our
Advertisers

dent is unable to participate and
the information is transmitted to
the NMMEA Executive-Secretary
or the Vice President in charge,
the Audi tioner will be asked to
name a replacement from the official audition list.
5. If disciplinary action of any kind
concerning a student(s) is deemed
necessary, it shall be the responsibility of the local music instructor to take such action as
necessary, based upon the standards set by the student's local
School Board of Education and / or administration. Students may
be excluded from participation in
All-State performances and may
be sent home as a result of the
necessary discipline action.
SECTION III. ALL-STATE
AUDITION PROCEDURES
A. THE AUDITION CENTERS:
1. The number of Audition Centers
shall be limited to five or less.
2. The Audition Centers, Chairman
and dates of the auditions shall
be designated by the NMMEA
Executive Committee.
B. DUTIES OF THE AUDITION
CENTER CHAIRMAN:
1. The NMMEA President, with the

approval of the NMMEA Executive Committee shall appoint a
Chairman for
each Audition
Center.
a. Secure approval from local authority for use of necessary facilities and staff, with the
understanding that all local
expenses are the responsibility
of the local Center.
b. Provide the following facilities
1. Six
rooms with rece ntly
tuned pianos for choral Auditions
2. Nine
rooms with music
stands for instrumental Auditions
3. Each room should have a
desk or a table and a chair
for the auditioner.
c. Provide a monitor for each audition room.
d. Provide an au d it i o n room
chairman who should try to
keep auditions on schedule.
e. The Audition Center Chairman
will prepare a schedule of auditions from the registrations
sent in. He will send a schedule
to each director and an audition judging sheet for each
registered student. A schedule
should be sent to the Audition
Team Chairman one week in
advance of the Auditions. Students auditioning or more than
one instrument shall be allowed time for each audition.
Seven minutes shall be allowed for each audition. FOURTEEN MINUTES FOR MULTIPLE PERCUSSION AUDITIONS.
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f. The Audition Center Chairman
shall collect an audition fee of
S2.00 per student from each
mus i c instructor registering
students to audition . Turn the
amount collected over to the
Audition Team Chairman, who
will in turn transmit all
money to the NMMEA Executive Secretary. Purchase
orders or fees must accompany
registration to audition.
C. THE AUDITION REGISTRATION
FORM:
1. Each music instructor sponsoring
students for auditions shall list
on separate audition registration
forms: one band, one chorus, and
one orchestra, the name, instrument or voice classification of
each student expecting to audition.
2. The registration form is published
in the spring and fall issue of
TI-IE NEW MEXI<;;O MUSICIAN,

the official NMMEA magazine
and / or other appropriate means.
Please duplicate for your use.
3. Each school sends one copy of
the lists of participants to the
Audition Center, postmarked no
later than the elate specified for
the Choral and Instrumental Auditions as established each year
by the NMMEA Executive Committee. Student fee for auditioning will be set each year by the
Executive Committee.
4. Students shall not be allowed to
audtion unless registered with
fe es paid or purchase order on
file by the deadline date .
5. Rul es and regulations change
fro m ye ar to ye ar. Each local
music instructor is responsible for
knowing and abiding by the
changes. If rules are not observed,
only the student suffers.
D . THE AUDITION ADJUDICATION
FORM:
1. The judging score sheet is a tool

for the adjudicator (Auclitioner)
to use to assist in the selection
of the most qualified students .
The music instructor should type
the heading of the form to identify the student by name , school,
town and grade. The score sheet
is provided by the NMMEA to
the Audition Center Chairman
who sends a copy with the Audition Schedule.
2. The standard audition adjudication form shall be used by the
audition team members.
3. The audition adjudication form
shall be prescribed and furnished
by the NMMEA Board of Directors and is for the use of the
auditioner only.
E. PROCEDURES FOR THE WOODWIND, BRASS AND PERCUSSION
AUDITION :
1.

All Auditions shall be conducted
by the Audition Team members
(Continued on Page 18)

(Continued from Page 17)
assigned to the instrumental division of the All-State Auditions
as approved by the NMMEA
Board of Directors.
2. Auditions will include the following:
a. The required major scales and
the relative minors in all three
forms (natural, harmonic, and
melodic) will be announced
each year in the spring issue
of the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN and the chromatic
scale for the practical range
for each instrument will also

be required.
b. Sight Reading material will be
selected by the Audition.er.
c. Prepared Solo-The list of required solos will be announced
each year in the spring issue
of the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Sonata or Concerto:
Play the specified movement.
Solo does not need to be memorized and will be played without accompaniment. The Audition.er will select portions of
the solo to be performed.
d. Students wishing to audition
for piccolo and flute; Oboe and

For the lighter side of your program -

THREE NEW CHORAL SERIES
Jazz Ensembles for Young Choirs
(SAT.B.)
Arranged by Chuck Cassey
The aim of the arrangements In this series Is to give the younger choral
singer an opportunity to perform choral jazz-pop material at a level best
suited to his or her experience. - Each 50¢
Caravan - Ellington/Tizol/Mllls ....... .......... . ............. ( 64409)
Scarlet Ribbons - Danzig/Segal .............................. (64410)
Mr. Ghost Goes To Town - Hudson/Parish/Mills ................ ( 64411)
Forgotten Dreams - Anderson/Parish ................. ..... ... (64412)
Moonglow - Hudson/Delange/Mills . ................ ... . ..... ( 64413)

Jazz Ensembles for Advancing Choirs
(S.SAT.B.)
Arranged by Chuck Cassey
The arrangements In this series were written with professional
specifications in mind and require the best efforts of the choral jazz singer.
- Each 50¢
Stardust - Carmichael/Parish ................................ ( 64414)
I Let A SonQ Go Out of My Heart Ellington/Nemo/Mllls/Redmond ............................. ( 64415)
Ain't Misbehavin' - Waller/Brooks/Razaf ...................... ( 64416)
C'est Si Bon (MCA) - Seelen/Bettl .......................... (UC 761)
So Nice and When I Fall in Love (Medley) (MCA) M. & P. Valle/Gimbel/Young/Heyman ................ ..... (UC 762)

Special Arrangements for the
"SHOW CHOIR"
By Chuck Cassey with "Stick Figure"
Staging by Jim Hoskins
These arrangements are aimed at the Show Choir director interested in
achieving an exciting "look" as well as a high level vocal performance.
Individual chorals (SA T.B.) are 50¢ per copy - A separate conductor's
copy is available for each title at $4.00. Contains necessary instructions,
including choreography through positioned "stick-figures".
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy - D. Raye/H. Prince .............. (UC 763)
Hey, Mr. Banjo - F. Morgan/N. Malkin . .......... . ..... ....... . ( 64417)
Other Man's Grass Is Always Greener T. Hatch/J. Trent .......................................... (UC 765)
Rock-a-Bye Your Baby - S. Lewis/J. Young/J. Schwartz
(In Rock Style) ............... .... .. ....... . . ............... (64419)
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English horn; Multi-percussion
and / or tympani and melodic
percussion, must prepare all
solos required for the instruments on which he wishes to
audition. Students auditioning
on these instruments shall be
allowed time for each audition.
A fee shall be paid for each
audition.
3. Directors of mus i c a 1 groups
should be sure students are prepared on the audition material
before they are permitted to audition. Students should not be
allowed to audition unless they
can play with facility and musicianship the required material.
4. The recommended personnel for
wind and percussion instrumentation for each of the performing
groups shall be determined by
the following procedure:
a. The wind and percussion personnel for the All-State Symphony Orchestra shall be selected on the basis of the first,
third and fifth best players for
the various positions to complete the orchestra instrumentation as determined by the
music score.
b. The wind and percussion personnel for the All-State Symphonic Band shall be selected
on the basis of the second,
fourth, and sixth best players
plus as many additional players as the instrumentation calls
for until all positions are filled.
c. The personnel of the Concer t
Band instrumentation will be
filled from the remaining available qualified wind and percussion players.
F. ORCHESTRA STRING INSTRUMENT AUDITION PROCEDURES
1. Audition shall take place at the
same time and place, live as the
Band Instruments.
2. Music to be played:
a. Scales : One Major and its relative minor scale of the key of
the student's solo and shall be
played in the following manner; Violin, Viola, and Cello
play three octaves; String Bass
play two octaves. The scale to
be played as quarter notes,
single bow, up and clown; the
quarter note equaling 120 M.M.
Counts 10 % of audition.
b. Solo selected by the student
and instructor. There is to be
no accompaniment. Performance value 30% of audit ion.
c. Two excerpts selected from
the All-State Music as specified by the Orchestra VicePresident and announced in
the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
Value 30% of the audition.
cl. A required Etucle for each instrument chosen by Orchestra
(Continued on Page 19)
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Vice-President and announced
in NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
Value 30% of audition.
3. The Orchestra Auditioner will
place each student selected within a section of the organization
but not by chair placement.
Chair position will be determined
by a final audition within the
section prior to the first AllState rehearsal.
4. The recommended string instrumentation should be as follows
for each orchestra section. The
personnel of the Symphony Orchestra will be determined first,
then the String Orchestra.
1st Violin-16
Viola-12
2nd Violin-16
Cello-12
String Bass-8
G . PROCEDURES OF THE VOCAL
AUDITION
1. The choral audition shall include
the following:
a. The auditions shall be conducted by the Audition Team
Members a s s i g n e d to the
choral division of th~ AllState Audition Team as approved by the NMMEA Board
of Directors.
b. The Auditioner should conduct
the audition in the following
order:
(1) A prepared solo of worthwhile educational v a 1 u e
shall be selected by the
teacher and student to display range, quality of tone,
and technical ability. Long
solos, lengthy piano introductions, an d "popular''
music should be avoided.
The MENC Texas or New
New York prescribed Music
List are suggested guides.
ALL MUSIC MUST BE
MEMORIZED FOR AUDITION.
(2) Part-singing to determine
the student's ability to carry a part independently
shall be MEMORIZED and
sung in the following manner: The student shall be
prepared to sing his respective part fro m the
All-State Choral Program.
The selections for the partsinging a u d i t i o n will be
chosen by the Choral VicePresident and will be an-

nouncecl in the spring issue
of the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
(3) All Choral students auditioning will be required to
sight-read a short melody
in their vocal range. Words
are required. The Choral
Vice-President will submit
several melody Jines to the
Audition Team for use in
the sight-reading Audition.
(4) Tonal Memory Test.
c. The number of choir members
needed for each part: Soprano,
Also, Tenor and Bass in the
choir will be supplied to the
Audition Team Chairman by
the Choral Vice-President.
cl. Vocal students auditioning
shall provide their own accompcmist. A taped accompaniment

may be used in place of a live
accompaniment. The individual
auditioning with a taped accompaniment shall be responsible for his own tape and
play back equipment.
H. THE LATE AUDITIONS
1. In the event a deserving student
misses an audition for legitimate
cause such as sickness or death
in the family, he may apply
through his music instructor to
the Vice-President of the group
concerned for an audition. The
late audition may be heard only
by the original Team Member in
person or by tape, if the audition
Team Member permits.
2. All late auditions must be completed by one week following
final audition.
3. The Auditioner shall transmit the
name of a student addition to the
NMMEA Executive Secretary immediatey.
I. TAPE AUDITION PROCEDURES:
Schools located 150 miles or more,
one way from the nearest Audition
Center may submit a tape recorded
audition using the following procedures:
1. All tape recordings used in the
place of a Jive audition must be
in the hands of the Audition
Team Chairman one week prior
to the first audition elate for that
instrument or voice.
2. Registration and fees must be
submitted to the Audition Team
Chairman with the tape record-

ALL-STATE
JANUARY 10-13, 1979
MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND
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ing.
3. Tape recording procedures.
a. State student's name, school,
city and instrument or voice.
b. String students follow string
audition procedures.
c. Band students follow band instrument procedures.
d. Choral students follow choral
audition procedures.
e. Record monaural-full or I/ 2
track at 71 zips. If you must
record 14 track do not use
stereo. Please inclica te on tape,
reel and box this vital information.
f. If more than one student audition is on a tape, make sure
only the same kind of instrument or voice audition is on
the tape. Include a master list
of name, school and town.
g. Recordings must be arranged
so that the various audi tioners
may listen to the tapes at their
separate school or home.
J. FINAL AUDITION PROCEDURES
FOR ALL-ST ATE GROUPS
1. Choral Groups - All vocal students selected to participate in
either of the All-State choruses
will be tested on their preparation of the All-State Music in
a final nuclition held just prior
to the first All-State rehenrsal.
All

Music

must

be

Memorized.

Any student failing to pass this
audition or test on any of the
All-State material will not be
allowed to participate. Unprepared students will be the responsibility of their director. Those
passing the audition will be given
a seating assignment for the
choral group they hav
been
chosen to participate in.
2. Orchestral Players
a. Orchestra string players auditions. Students selected for
either the string orchestra or
symphony orchestra will audition for chair placement
based on preparation the student has made on the AllState Music. Emphasis will be
placed on tone, technique, and
general musicianship displayed.
b. Symphony Orchestra Winds
and Percussion players will audition on their prepartion of
the All-State Music. A player
may be changed from one part
to another in the section if
preparation is not adequate;
i.e. a first player may be assigned a second or third part.
Rehearsal will follow the audition period.
3. Band Instrument Audition
a. All students will assemble in
their assigned room at the
designated time, which is listed
in the All-State Program. Any
student not present at the audition will be placed at the encl
of this section.
( Continued on Page 20)
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b. The auditioner will situate
himself in the auditioning
room in such a position that
he is unable to see the students.
c. The monitor will distribute
numbered audition forms to the
students. The number on the
form will indicate the order in
which the student will be auditioned.
d. When all the forms have been
distributed, the monitor will
inform the Auditioner to begin
the auditions.
e. During the auditions, the Auditioner can give instructions
to the students, however, the
student may not speak to the
Auditioner. Any necessary replies will be answered by the
monitor.
f. After all the students have
been auditioned, more than
once if necessary, the Auditioner will announce the chair
placement by number.
g. The students will then indicate
their chair placement on the
form, sign their names, and return the form to the monitor.
h. When the monitor has collected all the forms, he will return them to the Vice-Presi-

dent of the instrumental group
CHAIR PLACEMENTS
WILL BE FINAL! THERE
SHALL BE NO CHALLENGES!

i. ALL

SECTION IV.
THE AUDITION TEAM
A. THE AUDITION TEAM
1. The Audition Team Chairsmanship and Team Membership Approval.
a. The responsibility for the
chairmanship of the audition
team shall pass annually from
one university to another in
the following order: Eastern
New Mexico University, New
Mexico State University, New
Mexico Western University,
New Mexico Highlands University, and the University of
New Mexico.
b. The chairman of the audition
team shall be the Music Department Head, or someone
appointed by him, from the
University responsible for the
auditions that year.
2. The Chairman of the Audition
Team shall nominate the members of the team, one or more
as needed from each of the five
New Mexico universities, and
shall assign the work and duties
of each team member. The team

GET GREAT
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Enhance your sharp sound with
sensational new uniform styling by
Medalist Stanbury! For inspired
interpretation of your ideas for
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GET OUR NEW CATALOG
right off the press. It's all color,
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Medalist •'' Stanbury
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member must teach the instrument or voice in his respective
University or College he is asked
to audition.
a. The Chairman shall be responsible for having t he members of the Audition Team at
the Audition Center as scheduled by the NMMEA Board
of Directors.
3. The Chairman of the Audition
Team shall submit the names of
the persons nominated to serve
on the team for that year to
NMMEA President prior to the
fall meeting of the NMMEA
Board of Directors.The Board of
Directors shall approve the names
of persons to serve before the
invitation to serve is issued by
the Team Chairman.
4. Duties of the Audition Team
a. The Audition Team shall select from the total number
auditioned the most qualified
students as participants in the
All-State Bands, Choruses, and
Orchestras, according to the
instrumentation and balance as
prescribed by the Vice-Presidents Band, Chorus and/or
Orchestra.
b. Auditioners are not to discuss
with the student his attending

the Auditioners' College or
University at any time durin
the Audition.
5. The Audition Fees and Expenses
a. An Audition fee, to be determined by the NMMEA Executive Committee, shall b
paid by each student t? th
Audition Center Cha1rma
through his music instructor
The fee shall acompany th
registration list. A fee shal
be paid for each audition.
b. All audition fees collected b
the Audition Center Chairma
shall be given to the Auditio
Team Chairman, who will i
turn deliver the funds to th
NMMEA Executive-Secretary.
c. The NMMEA Executive-Secre
tary shall pay an amount to
ward the expenses of the Au
dition Team members as de
termined by the NMMEA Ex
ecutive Committee each year.
SECTION V.
ALL-STATE HONOR GROUF\5
A. PURPOSE: To Present Concerts a
All-State Music Festival
1. To recognize outstanding studen
achievement in a musical per
forming group.
2. To provide outstanding perform
ing groups an opportunity to per
form at All-State for their peers
3. To provide students motivatio
for greater achievement in musi
performance.
4. To provide teachers and student
an opportunity to hear fine stu
(Continued on Page 21)
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dent musical groups which they
may not hear during the school
year in their school situation.
5. To inspire teachers and students
to maintain high standards of instruction and performance.
SELECTION PROCEDURES
1. Auditioning groups must submit
" performance" tapes to the Selection Committee, of concert
numbers from the previous year
only. One year previous to the
date of the Selection Committee
meeting will be the time limit for
performance numbers used for
audition.
2. Three scores of each number
must also be provided for the
Selection Committee with the
School Name marked out. The
tapes will be numbered by area
Vice-President so (ideally) no one
will know who is performing at
the time of the audition. Any
engineering, editing, or tampering in any way with the audition
tapes after the actual performance is expressly prohibited.
3. Either monaural or stereo are
acceptable, except that tapes
must have no more than two
tracks, on four-track recording,
use tracks one and three, and be
sure that tracks two and four
are blank. Recording must be in
one direction only. Extra length
or 112 mil. tape which may stretch
is not recommended because of

the possible distortion with the
best playback at the time of
audition.
4. Auditioning groups must also
provide, at the time of audition
proof in the form of a letter from
local Superintendent or School
Board, that if selected, they have
permission and will be able to
perform at the All-State Music
Festival and Conference. Junior
High School groups may be excepted where local restrictions by
local School Policy prevent Junior High groups from traveling
out of town.
C. QUALIFICATION: The Director
submitting Aud.i tion Tapes must be
a NMMEA Member in good standing at the time of audition, selection
and performance.
1. If the director of the selected
Honor Group changes, that group
is then ineligible. Also, when a
school classification changes, it
must enter the Honor Group
competition in the new classification.
D. DATE OF SUBMITTING TAPES:
1. Audition tapes, statements, and
scores must be submitted by June
15 (Postmark) to the area VicePresident or his designate, and
final selection must be made
prior to the August N M M E A
Board of Directors Meeting.
E. FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE:
1. Performing Groups cannot be
chosen in consecutive selection
years, i.e. a group performing this

year is ineligible to be selected
the next year. Once every four
years is the most frequent any
group could be chosen.
2. CONCERT DATES AND TIMES:
Concert elates -and times will be
set by the Executive Committee
according to the schedule of AllState Events. Performances must
be kept to a maximum of thirty
(30) minutes in length.
D. CLASSIFICATION:
Classifications
are based on a school's average
daily membership as of October 1
of each year.
1. Class: AAAA High School (1201
or more students); AAA High
School (401 through 1200 students) ; AA High School (151
through 400 students); A High
School (up through 150 students).
Mid-High School will be one
class below the HS Class.
CCC Junior High (500 or more
students); CC Junior High (up
through 499 grades 7, 8, 9); C Juniro High (500 or more-grades 7,
8, 9, or 6, 7, 8,); DD Junior High
(250 through 499-grades 7,8, or
6, 7, 8,); E Elementary; ,:..:, Unclassified; College.
,.,,:, UNCLASSIFIED GROUPS-Unclassified groups (non-school groups) must
have special permission from the
NMMEA Executive Committee to audition perform as an Honor Group.
PERFORMING COST: EACH GROUP
SELECTED TO PERFORM AT ALLST A TE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR ALL EXPENSES INVOLVED
IN THE PERFORMANCE.
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NEW CHORAL MUSIC
THE TOPS IN POPS
Best of the Beach Boys (SATB, SSA)
arr. Lojeski
A marvelous medley of good old fashioned rock tunes that
sets toes tapping! Pure fun from start to finish, your students
will love singing this set which contains: I Get Around, In My
Room, California Girls, and Fun, Fun, Fun.

.95

THE TWO BIGGIES FROM HIT MOVIE "SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER"

How Deep Is Your Love (SATB,SAB,SSA)
arr. Rutherford
Beautiful soft rock love song that has already become one
of the best sellers of the season. Nice tune & relaxed easy
syncopation make for quick preparation too!
Night Fever (SATB)
arr. Nowak
Here's this year's big disco-rock tune that'll turn your audi·
ence every way but loose! It bubbles with rhythmic excitement all the way through-a fantastic number for chore·
ography! This arrangement is not easy, but the result will
be worth some extra effort! TRY IT!

Crown Him King of Kings (SATB)
Bach/Hops
A solid 2/2 pulse and Bach's marvelous harmonies and pa
writing combine for a tremendous feelinR of strenRth. retain
throughout in this very effective Hopson arrangement.
Let Joyful Anthems Rise (SAB. SATB)
Handel/Hops
The SAB voice is new this year and it has already proved
value, as so many directors have chosen it from our readi
sessions. Truly exciting counterpoint driven by an underlyi
eight-note rhythmic pulse makes for a remarkably good cone
piece. Try it!

.50

.60

Lord, Lead Us Day by Day (Unison)
Handel/Hops
It's extremely rare to find a really good unison piece of f
tival quality, but this is one of the few. Marvelous melo
writing.
Psalm 84: Cantique de Jean Racine (SATB)
Faure/Hops
An absolutely beautiful piece of music: Lovely, sensitive n
ody and rich harmony, with phrases that want to extend ·
ever over a constantly flowing triplet accompaniment. Our b
seller of this season for festival level literature!

Sometimes When We Touch (SATB, SAB)
arr. Averre
Sensitive ballad with easy, relaxed melody and rhythms-will
appeal to your hi,gh school students.

.50

Songbird (SATB)
arr. Emerson
Remember Barbra Streisand's big h it from last year, " Evergreen"? This year her big new hit is "Songbird", a gorgeous
tune with poignant, moving lyrics, m a very singable arrangement. Lovely!

.60

Theme from "Star Trek" (SATB)
arr. Haywa rd
O. K., space freaks, here it is, finally available in a choral
arrangement, complete with words yet, and what 's more, it
works! The melody just seems to flow effortlessly out and up ,
with rich chords and piano rhythms that keep it moving for.
ward. This piece almost sings itself, and it's perfect for something a l ittle different from the usual pop -rock styles.

.50

A Star Shall Rise Uo Out of Jacob (SATB)
Mendelssc
Here's another striking romantic period piece that's pert
for festival. Mendelssohn's rich counterpoint begins sot
builds to a tremendous climax, and the piece ends witt
strong well-known chorale tune. A particularly attractive chc
for contest!

CHRISTMAS
"Christmas" (Weinachten) (SSAATTBB)
Mendelssc
Don't let the 8-part voice sca r e you! Th is p iece goes toget
easily and makes for a marvelously rich texture. Both Gem
and English texts a re i ncluded. Very effective!
Christmas Lullaby of Joy (SSA)
Ga ll
It's a lullaby alright, soft and li&' ' t, but definitely not s
and syrupy! Catchy underlying piano part, plus the optic
parts for maracas and claves give this almost a calypso
-great for schools!

SCHOOL SECULAR
Beautiful Sounds (SATB)
Besig
A text that reminds us of the really beautiful, worthwhile
things in our lives is combined with really nice iazz ballad
style harmony and melody; very attractive .

.50

Clap Your Hands CSATB)
Eddleman
Although the text is really sacred, we've included this here
because it's a jazzy sointual stvle number that works ,great for
schools. Rhythm is the key element as the melodic motives
are added and shifted from one voice to another, constantly
building excitement from beginning to end. Absolutely Exhuberant!

.50

Follow the Sun (SAB)
Eilers
The text is about the urge to wander, to be constantly on the
move, and the music fits perfectly with an easy but fast-paced
piano part keeping the chorai parts moving forward. Joyce
Eilers' knowledge of young voices is evident here with ranges,
melody and rhythms well suited for Junior High and MidSchool. A best seller!

.60

If There's a Song (SA, SAB)
Ydstie
Excellent for young choirs, this has moderate ranges, easymelody and rhythms, and good text encouraging love and
friendship.

.50

Let All Our Lives Be Music (SATB)
Carter
The title gives you the idea of the text; the music is smooth
and melodic, very appealing. Good for either Junior High or
High School.
Stone on Stone (SSA)
Eilers
Again, Eiler's understanding of young singers comes through,
not only in singable music that works well for girls' chorus,
but also in a text that is touching and encouraging. Take a
look!

.60

.60

FESTIVAL AND CONTEST LITERATURE
Ah! Lovely Infant (SSA)
Bell'Haver
Contrary to what you might think from the title, this is not a
Christmas piece; rather it is a Renaissance madrigal that
"celebrates the feminine wiles of a very young child". An
amusing text (both English and Italian included) charmingly
set in counterpoint typical of the period.

.35

Come, Jesus, Holy Son of God (SA, SATB)
Handel/Hopson
Hal Hopson has a gift for making effective arrangements of
classic pieces, and this one is excellent. It's in a flowing 6/8,
with beautiful duet passages and counterpoint.

.45

Come, Come to Bethlehem (SSA)
Artn
This is an interesting piece-nice mix of major and mi
modes, with a rhvthmic motive that su,g,gests a Soanish da
flavor, and an added descant Part toward the end all m
for an easy yet attractive number-a top seller from reac
sessions.
Glad Tidings (SA)
SIE
Natalie Sleeth's renown for fresh yet singable melodies
boosted a.gain with this marvelous piece of liltin,g 6/8;
2-part writing is especially effective, much of it in a charrr
canon. On top of that she adds an optional flute desc
throughout, which combines with the voices and piano to
wonderfully rich counterpoint. You really must look at thi
God's Love Made Visible (SATB)
Brub
This has just now been released as a single octavo, ta
from Dave Brubeck's "La Fiesta de La Posada". It's a Ii•
5/4 tune, with latin rhythms (and optional percussion pa
making for a bright, happy and very festive number!
Little Babe (SATB)
Jot
A very attractive piece in 3/ 4, it starts softly with a s~
and disarmingly simple tune, gradually adding voices
dynamic intensity to a strong climax, then finishing 1
softly again. This is a top seller and with good reasonlook at it.

One Star (SAB)
He
Great for Junior Highs! Easy ranges and rhythms with imita
parts so that one part helps to teach the others-yet
effective in performance. Excellent.
Ring Out the Bells for Christmas (SATB)
~
Here's a moderate , swingy number that is just pure cele
tion of the happy season. Towards the end it altern
section of 4/4 with 6/8 to emphasize the swing feeling •
more. Tops!
Sleep Little Dove (SA)
Thyge1
A lullaby for the baby Jesus, soft and pretty. Some really ;
2 -part writing, with interesting harmonic changes. A top si
this year!

Note: Prices subject to change by publishers witho&J
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"SERVICE IN SHEET MUSIC"

PHONE 265- 7721

NEW BAND & ORCHESTRA MUSIC
OP 20 MARCHING BAND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
0.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

MEDIUM:

You Light Up My Life
arr. Burden 10.00
Solid arrangement of this year' s " Biggest Hit"
Feels So Good
Mangione/Thazyik 14.00
Everybody wants th i s one!
Theme from "Close Encounters"
arr. Tatgenhorst 10.00
Giant movie smash.
Night Fever
a r r. Tatgenhorst
8 .00
Easy arrangement- d isco roc k.
Eli's Comin'
arr. Moffit 12.00
Really rocks w ith exc itement.
Somewhere
arr. Pegram
12.00
Great Corps style writing.
Maria
a r r. Pegram
12.00
Corps sound even without Mul ti ple Percussion .
Man from Atlantis
arr. Edmunds
10.00
T.V. Theme-excellent arrangement-this year's sleeper
Theme from "Chips"
arr. Higgins 12.00
Fanfare and rock-a great opener
Cantina Band
ar r. Tatgenhorst 10.00
You ' ll have the audience jumping.
Disco Inferno (Saturday Night Feve r)
arr. Higgins 12.00
The disco and movie album of the year!
Five Days from Home
Conti/Moff it
16.00
Another movie theme h it from the composer of " Rocky".
Theme from "The Sea Hawk"
arr. Tatgenhorst 12.00
Corps style-everyone will take note of t his chart.
Malaguena
arr. Moggit
12.00
Another big winner from Bill ' s pen .
Tonight
arr. Moffit 12.00
Use w ith " Somewhere " a n d " Mar ia " fo r a th r ill i ng threeso me.
Pink Panther (ea sy )
arr. H iggi ns
12. 00
Infect io us melody and s wingi ng r hyt h m s.
Espana
arr. Bocock 25. 00
Great Corps c h a rt- flashy and s pectacular!
Peg
a rr. Tatgenho rst
12.00
Steely Dan's smash hit-it rocks!
Coronation March from " Star Wars "
arr. Burden
10.00
Homecoming Queen's processional.
Saturday Night Fever (medley)
arr. Love
18.00
Four fantastic hits from the movie

ONCERT BAND
It' s that time again . A new year, new students, new tunes and
arrangements. It's going to be a GREAT YEAR! The titles we have
listed below are guaranteed winners all, that will perk up your
students and give your group a most successful debut.

25 .00

Overture on a Short Theme
Grundman
Anytime Cla i re Grundman composes a band title , it becomes
an instant best seller and a standard piece of band literature.
While 1t is based on a simple theme, it contains many fine
rhythm i c elements and places considerable emphasis on the
percussion . Yet, it remains a read i ly acces i ble and exciting
work. Don 't overlook th is fine concert and festival piece .

30.00

STRINGS
MEDIUM EASY:
Evergreen
arr. Hunt
Finally, an arrangement of this great ballad has been made
available for the intermediate string ensemble. Th i s appeal i ng
popular ballad is guaranteed to please perfo r mers and aud iences alike.

10.00

You Light Up My Life (String Orch )
arr. Fi nk
You Light Up My Life (Full Orch)
arr. Fink
The faces of both students and aud ience al i ke w i ll light up
when you program this gentle No. 1 ballad . Both arrangements are i n the keys of C and G, so young st ri ng players
will have few technical problems a nd can thus c oncentrate on
phrasing and style .

8 .50
12. 50

Brazzle Dazzle Day (Stri ng Orch)
ar r. Forsblad
Somewhere between a light roc k and a l ight j azz beat, th i s
del ightful tun e af fords t he string players an opportunity to
perform in an u nusual idiom. The enjoyment of playing thi s
happy tune fro m the Disney mov ie " Pet e ' s D ragon" will
reflect in your students as well as the audience.

12. 0 0

Strings on Stage (String Orch & Rhythm Sect ion
Feese
Score-6 .00
Piano-3.50
String & Rhythm parts-2.25 ea.
The strolling st r ing concept is in full bloom, and th is new
collection of extremely useable high school material has an
even dozen selections that can be played in concert or " on
the road" . Now you can tell the local service organizations
that your string group is ready to perform anytime or place
they can use you . " Strings On Stage" is a collect ion of original contemporary pieces that will give you many enjoyable
hours i n the rehearsal room and " On Stage".

INSTRUMENTAL SOLOS TEXTS -

ERY EASY:
lay Elvis
Klevenow/Pierce
Here is a medley of Elvis' greatest hits which is sure to make
a hit with kids and parents alike. Even if your beginning band
has nothing more than flutes, clarinets, triumpets, and trom bones, this arrangement will be (and sound) complete.

Canto
W. Francis McBeth
This commissioned work for the All·Japan Band Association
is one of the best Junior High School program numbers we
have seen or heard this year. It is musically worthwhile and
appealing to students and aud ience alike. Highly recommended.

12.50

ENSEMBLES COLECTIONS

METHODS -

We don't stock every title i n print, but a quick check w i th ruler
and calculator reveals that we have a stock of more than 20,000
solos and ensembles , and over 300 running feet of methods, texts
and collections for almost every musical instrument in use today.
We think vou ' II agree that this gives us a orettv good chance of
taking care of all vour teaching needs .

ASY:
ou Light Up My Life
arr. Conley
In just a short time , this ballad has become one of the
largest selling titles ever written! This arrangement in the
" Head Start" series is a sure winner.

10.00

heme from "Close Encounters"
arr. Lowden
Also from the "Head Start" series, this arrangement will go
together with no problems at all. And you can't miss 'cause
the kids all know the tune.

10.00

ur Director
arr. Tatgenhorst
John's arrangement of the trio of this famous march is perfect for a concert opener. Have the brass stand up and wail.

10.00

omorrow
Klevenow / Pierce
While the last several years on Broadway have not produced
any "classic" musicals such as South Pac ific or Sound of
Music, there are nevertheless several shows that are generating a lot of excitement. Notable among these is "Annie".
There are a number of tunes in th is show which are destined
to become standards, and "Tomorrow" is right at the top of
the list. It's a beautiful, brilliant ballad that will be perfect
for your programming needs.

l 0 .00

STAGE BAND
Here are four NEW charts from the oen of Jim Swearingen that
are musically sound, fun to olay, aooealing to audiences. and will
make excellent additions to your book. (And, they are priced at a
reasonable $12.00 each.)

Exit With the Blues is an easy straight ahead chart, utilizing basic
jazz rhythms . Written out solos for trumpet and alto are provided,
and there's a big ending which makes for a great closing to your
concert .
It Only Lasts Forever is graded at a medium level , starts as a bossa
nova and then develops into a hard rock section featuring im provised solos for alto and trumpet.
Inner Vision is an excellent showcase for vour tenor sax soloist .
Musical excitement is non -stop to the final note. Both written out
and improvised solo sections are included . Medium level.
Mode a La Funk is an easy but effective chart scored to give your
ensemble the full, hard driving sound of todav . Rock on with solo
spot for tenor (improvised) and guitar.
FREE! . . . Full scores and recordings to all of the above jazz charts
(first 100 directors). Just pick up the phone and give us a call!

NEWS FROM INDUSTRY
At the recent annual meeting
of Music Industry Council held
during the Music Educators National Conference In-Service meeting in Chicago, the following officers and board members were
elected: president-elect Norman A.
Goldberg, Magnamusic-Baton, Inc.,
St. Louis, Mo.; secretary-treasurer
Richard J. Richardson of Musser
Div./Ludwig I n dust r i es, La
Grange, Ill.; board members Edward Murphy of G. Schirmer,
New York and Daniel Kobida of
Wurlitzer Co., DeKalb, Ill. Arthur
Gurwitz of Southern Music Co.,
San Antonio, Texas, assumed the
presidency as Charles Ford of
Getzen Co. moved from president
to vice-president. George Hotton
of Theodore Presser Co., Bryn
Mawr, Pa. and Howard Sandberg
of Leblanc Corp., Kenosha, Wisc.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
American Orff - Schulwerk ______ 14
Belwin Mills ____________________ 18
Bob Farley ----------------------2
(}emeinhardt ___________________ 43
(}etzen _________________________ 15
King Music Center ______________ 26
!Ienco, Inc. ______________________ ll
Luchetti ________________________ 44
May & Duncan _________________ 37
May's Music Center _____________ 34
Medalist - Stanbury _____________ 20
MENC _______________________ 38-39
Music Mart -------------------22-23
Music World ____________________ 29
Ried ling

_________________ ______ _21

continue as board members.
MIC past president Harry Wenger presented awards to Charles
Gableman and Robert Schell for
"Distinguished Service to Music
Education and the Music Industry." He also presented awards to
past presidents Dean Burtch and
Charles A. Ford for their service
in 1974-76 and 1976-78, respectively.
Music Industry Council, the auxiliary of Music Educators National Conference, builds strong
relationships between the professional and commercial interests of
Music Education in order to further our art.

FRANK ERICKSON JOINS
BEL WIN-MILLS
Belwin-Mills Publishing Corp.,
Melville, New York has announced
that Frank Erickson, well-known
composer, arranger and educator
in the band field is now associated
with the firm as band consultant
and clinician. In addition to his
many published band works. Mr.
Erickson has been an important
contributor to the First Division
Band Course, as well as the new
Contemporary Band Course. His
wide experience in all areas of
band music particularly qualifies
him for his new post.
He holds Bachelor of Music and
Master of Music degrees from the
University of Southern California
and for several years served on
the faculties of UCLA and San
Jose State College teaching composition, counterpoint and band
arranging.
Mr. Erickson is considered an
outstanding clinician and has appeared as guest conductor at many
leading universities throughout
the country.

Sol Frank Uniforms ___ _____ _____ 31
Southern Music Co. ______________ 9
Phillips IIouse of Music __________ 7
Wenger
________________________ 12
Yamaha

________________________ 33

GEMEINHARDT TO OFFER
NEW ARTISTS' MODEL
PICCOLO: "K. G. LIMITED"
ELKHART, Ind.-Inch for inch,
it's among the most expensive

-24-

musical instruments ever placed
in production.
It 's the latest new product of
Gemeinhard t: a limited edition
piccolo with new, highly advanced
accoustical design. It will be
priced in the $1,500 range.
According to Gemeinhardt president Daniel Henkin, professionals
and artists who sampled pre-production models were most enthusiastic about the instrument
and praised its pure, brilliant
timbre.
"It's the finest piccolo we've
ever made," Henkin declared.
Aesthetically, Henkin said, this
"KG Limited" piccolo has a head
joint with a unique "boa" bulge.
The shape is reminiscent of one
in vogue during the Mozart era.
The KG Limited is made of
rare Grenadilla wood from Mozambique, Africa, aged for eight
years. Its keys are solid (90/100)
silver; its springs are 12-carat
white gold; and its case is a wooden one covered in r ich Moroccan
leather.
Summer availability is planned.
Gemeinhardt also builds a "KG
Limited" solid silver flute. It i
priced at $1,600.
Gemeinhardt is the world' s
leading producer of flutes and pie
colas. The company is owned b
CBS Musical Instruments, a di
vision of CBS Inc.
Other CBS Musical Instrumen
brands include Steinway (pianos)
Fender (guitars amplifiers an
p.a. systems), Rogers (drums)
Rhodes (electric pianos), Lyon
Healy (harps), Leslie (speakers)
Rodgers (classical organs)
Gulbransen (home organs).
1

1978-79 BMI AWARDS OPEN$15,000 TO BE GRANTED
TO YOUNG COMPOSERS
A total of $15,000 is availabl
to young composers in the 27t
annual BMI Awards to Studen
Composers competition sponsore
by Broadcast Music Inc., a per

•r ming rights licensing organizaon.

Established in 1951 in cooperaon with music educators and
>mposers, the BMI Awards projt annually gives cash prizes to
courage the creation of concert
usic by student composers of the
estern Hemisphere and to aid
em in financing their musical
u cation. Prizes ranging from
00 to $2,500 will be awarded at
e discretion of the judges. To
te, 231 students, ranging in age
m 8 to 25, have received BMI
The 1978-79 BMI Awards comtitian is open to student comsers who are citizens or permant residents of the Western
misphere and are enrolled in
credited secondary schools, coles and conservatories, or enged in private study with recnized and established teachers
ywhere in the world. Entrants
st be under 26 years of age on
cember 31 , 1978. No limitations
established as to instrumentan, stylistic considerations, or
gth of works submitted. Stunts may enter no more than one
position, which need not have
en composed during the year of
try.
he permanent chairman of the
I judging panel is William
uman, distinguished American
poser and educator.
he panel of Preliminary Judges
the 1977-78 contest was Joan
er, M au rice Wright, and
nk Wigglesworth, with UlysKay serving as Consultant.
e Final Judges were Donald
, Stephen Fisher, Lou Harri' Karel Husa, William Karlins,
tty Simons, Carlos Surinach,
ncis Thorne, Donald Waxman,
Charles Wuorinen, with WilSchuman as Presiding Judge.
h e eight winners in the 1977contest, ranging in age from 15
5, were presented cash awards
a reception at the St. RegisNew York City, May

The 1978-79 competition closes
February 15, 1979. Official rules
and entry blanks are available
from James G. Roy, Jr., Director,
BMI A wards to Student Composers, Broadcast Music Inc., 40 West
57th Street, New York, NY 10019.

WENGER CORPORATION
ANNOUNCES BREAKTHROUGH
IN "MUSIC SEATING
STRUCTURES"

According to a spokesman for
Wenger Corporation, Owatonna,
Minnesota, the firm's new Music
Chair Line is so innovative, so different from standard chairs now
on the market that "we were hesitant to call them chairs". He added, "these are, in fact, 'seating
structures' designed solely for use
by musicians in rehearsal and performance!"
In May 1977 the Minnesota Orchestra asked Wenger Corporation
to design a chair for their musicians that would combine proper
playing posture with real comfort
for long rehearsals and performances. Several designs were developed by Wenger engineers until they had just the combination
of function and design the orchestra wanted. Variations were included in the full archestra seating

-25-

system .. . specialized cell chairs,
string bass chairs and a timpanist's chair-all built around the
specific posture/comfort needs of
each type of performer.
The Minnesota Orchestra members were so pleased with their
chairs that the word got around
(without any advertising) . . . and
now Wenger has provided these
"'never before" comfort/posture
chairs for the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Rochester Philharmonic/
Eastman School of Music, Denver's new Performing Arts Center,
the Santa Fe Civic Opera and
many others. Not only did full
orchestras buy these chairs, but
individual members have bought
them for their long practice sessions at home . . . a real testimonial to the fact that the Wenger Music Chairs truly provide
comfort plus correct posture
something that until now just
wasn't available!
Now, the same chairs designed
for and acclaimed by the "pros"
are available for school musicians .
None of the features of this ultimate chair concept have been sacrificed. Wenger merely changed
the materials to make the chairs
more affordable for schools (and
also more durable in school use
situations) .
Details on design, sizes, colors
and options available, are now
available. Call Wenger TOLL
FREE: 800-533-0393, or write
Wenger Corporation, 25P Wenger
Building, Owatonna, MN 55060.

INDUSTRY AND
EDUCATION
WORKING
TOGETHER
FOR A
BETTER WORLD

&p.ollh
DISTRICT 2
SOUTHEAST

SAM PEMBERTON
The fourth annual workshop for
area band directors was held Saturday, August 19, at Clovis Hig_h
School. Co-sponsored by the Clovis
Schools and Phillips House of
Music, the workshop featured a
clarinet clinic by Dennis Zeisler,
head of the Music Department at
Ft. Lewis College, Durango, Colorado.
The fall business meeting for
District 2 was held Saturday, September 9, at Lovington High
School with J. D. Fry as host. Congratulations were extended to
John Walker and the Goddard
H. S. Choir for being selected to
perform at SWMENC in Colorado
Springs; Ben Canfield and the
Hobbs H. S. Choir for being selected New Mexico Honor Choir
for 1978-79; Gordon Hart and the
Gattis Junior H. S. Band for being
selected New Mexico Honor Band
for '78-'79; and Wayne Anderson
and the Clovis H. S. Choir for being selected alternate Honor Choir
for '78-'79.
Bill Surface, Artesia High School
Band Director, gave a report on
the committee for organizzing an
All-District Band, and copies of
the Revised District 2 Festival
Manual were distributed. John

Bealmear's many hours of editing
resulted in a manual that is both
accurate and clear.
The fourth annual Music in Our
Schools Week will be April 2-8 ,
1979 . All schools in District 2 are
urged to send news items about
your MIOSW plans to your district
president.
Important fall semester dates
for District 2 include:
Saturday, November 4 -Marching Band Festival at Artesia, Bill
Surface ,. Chairman. Entry Deadline: Friday, October 13
Saturday, October 21 - NMJC
Junior High Choral Clinic, Hobbs
Saturday, November 11-ENMU
Homecoming
Monday, November 13 - All
State Vocal Auditions, Hobbs
Tuesday, November 14 - All
State Vocal Auditions, Roswell
Monday, November 27 - All
State Instrumental Auditions, Roswell
For other dates, please check
the Music Education Activities
Calendar for 1978-79 in this issue.
All questions regarding entry
deadlines, fees , eligibility and
other information pertinent to any
of our festivals, clinics or meetings
should be referred to John Bealmear, Executive Secretary, SENMMEA, 1601 South Avenue B ,
Portales, NM, 88130 .
Respectfully Submitted ,
Sam Pemberton, Jr.
President, District 2

BALDWIN PIANOS
The Million Sellers

DISTRICT 3
l\TORTHWEST

CARL KLOOSTERMAN
The Spring meeting of the Thi
District was held at the Rehobo
Mission Conference Room
April 28 and 29. There were ma
matters that needed discussi
and careful working out in pre
aration for the 78-79 school ye

Several music teachers in o
district have changed jobs. I
personally happy that Mary
Brooks accepted a position in t
Gallup High School Vocal Depa
ment in the place of retiring Ri
ard Welty. We expressed than
(Continued Next Page)

Holton-Leblanc
Reynolds-Vito
Ludwig-Lewis
Band Instruments

7017 Menaul N.E.-Albuquerque
298-6794
16 YEARS SERVING t'-JEW MEXICO
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1ST. PRES.-(Continued)

Dick for his many years of
ork in our district. Both of our
.strict's vice-presidents are worklg in other areas of music, John
ip and Kenna Vandivere. Danny
a nsen, Bloomfield H.S., has been
lected to serve out the term of
oral vice-president and the band
ce-president will be selected at
e coming fall meeting. Also new
the area are Bill Thayer, joing the Gallup instrumental dertment; Oscar Mooring, from
MU, Jr. Hi Band Aztec; Steven
gsdale from Hart, Texas, High
hool Band Aztec; and Jim Matews from Missouri as the choir
ector at Aztec ; and finally MarN ewman, a former Kirtland
ntral student t e aching in
ownpoint. New teachers will be
ining in Kirtland Central, Shipck, and Tohatchi. I will try to
form you about other new peoe so that the teachers in the state
n get to know them.
Business in the Spring meeting
eluded:
the district expressed a wish to
be included on the Minority
Awareness Commission.
the district made a contribution
to the Garland Hampton Memorial Fund.
we changed the name of our
clinics to Honors Concert.
Solo and Ensemble festivals will
include both choral and instrumental on the same day.
Large group choral and instrumental festivals are now two
weeks apart instead of concurrent days.
the district is taking over the
selling of patches at its events.
a new budget was set up and
approved for fee assessment.
we raised the fees paid to
clinicians and adjudicators.
The Texas Intercollegiate Music
List will be used for Solo & Ensemble Festival.
sight-reading was added to the
Choral Large Group Festival.
we are looking into the possiibili ties of using trophies instead
of plaques for large group
awards.
Our Honor concert conductors
lude: Charles Rives for Jr. High

1

Honor Concert Choir, Dr. Guy
Webb fo:r High School Honor
Choir, and ivir. Van Ragsdale for
the High School Honor Band.
Our Fall meeting is on September 13 at 7:00 in Newcomb, N.M.

DISTRICT 1
SOUTHWEST

DON THORP
Before I begin this report, I
want to express my appreciation
to those of our district who noticed my absence at N.M.M.E .A.
functions and / or expressed concern about my health. My hyperthyroid problem is improving and
I expect to rejoin my N.M.M.E.A.
friends this year.
Our Spring meeting was held
May 21 concluding a very active
year of music activities in District
One. The dates and functions for
the 1978-79 school year were established at that time as:
October 14 - Choral Clinic at
Alamogordo.
November 15 - All-state Vocal
auditions at N.M.S.U.
November 28 All-state Instrumental auditions at N.M.S.U.
February 24 - Jr. High Solo
and Ensemble Festival at NMSU
March 3 High School Solo
and Ensemble Festival at Deming
April 7 - High School Large
Group Festival at Las Cruces
High School
April 21
Jr. High School
Large Group Festival at Deming.
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We have several new people
filling vacancies of those who have
resigned teaching positions in our
district. I welcome each of them
to the district and encourage them
to add their new insights and ideas
to our organization and profession.
I would like to mention a few
innovative ideas that are being implemented in our district. This
summer a very successful community summer band was organiz2d and team taught by Ralph
Montes, Frank Rivera, J oh n
Schutz and Ed White. Two concerts were presented by the group.
The New Mexico State University Music Department is hosting
a marching band festival for the
first time on October 14.
The music faculty of the Alamogordo Public Schools will present a recital this Winter under
the sponsorship of the Otero
Music Association. The proceeds
will go to the Kenneth Bender
Scholarship Fund, which provides
financial help to college - bound
music students.
The Alamogordo Mid and Senior
High School Choirs will be cliniced and directed in concert by Dr.
Greg Lyne of E.N.M.U. next February. The Alamogordo High
School Symphonic Orchestra will
accompany the presentation of the
" Coronation Mass" by Mozart. The
solos will be sung by professional
artists.
Respectfully Submitted,
Don Thorp, President
N.M.M.E.A. District One

DISTRICT 5
The Spring meeting of the
Northeast District 5 NMMEA was
held at Clayton on April 8, 1978.
The activities for the preceeding
year were discussed and evaluated with special consideration
given to problems, strengths, and
weaknesses. The calendar of activities for 78-79 was discussed
and finalized with the following
results:
1. Solo and Ensemble FestivalFebruary 17, 1979, Springer,
Peter Abeyta, Chairman
2. Large Group Festival- April
7, 1979, Raton, Mike Higgins,
Chairman
(Continued on Page 28)

DIS'rRICT PRESIDENTS
( Continued from Page 27)

3.

District Honor Band & Chorus
April 20-21, 1979, Tucumcari,
Bob Murphy, Chairman

Elected to office were: Phil Wilson, President; John Martin, Vicepresident; Mike Higgins, Secretary; Dennis Schneider, Treasurer.,
A general meeting was called
for May 31, 1978 to be held in
Tucumcari for the purpose of revision of the district constitution,
development of by - laws, construction of a festival manual, and
development of forms to aid in the
streamlining of the district activities.
Special thanks should be extended to all students, directors, and
school administrators for their
participation, interest, and support
in aiding the district to improve
its offerings on behalf of the music
education of our children.
Respectfully submitted,
Phil Wilson, President

DISTRICT 4
NORTH CENTRAL

ers and may your year be the
same.
What a thrill it is to chair a
district meeting when the chairman asks for volunteers to host
next year's musical activities, arrive at the meeting and find members ready to take on the responsibilities. This was the case at our
spring meeting held in Los Alamos
in May. Thanks colleagues for a
job well done. The All-District
Music Clinic will be held at Las
Vegas hosted by Robert Lucero
and Don Romero. The Solo and
Ensemble Festival will be held at
Los Alamos, hosted by Don Beene.
Finally, to remove the festivals
from the city, Eloy Roybal from
Mora graciously volunteered to
host the Large Group Choral and
Instrumental festivals. Not only
will the village of Mora be treated
to two days of quality musical activities, but it will give every musician an opportunity to view the
beauty and serenity of this Northern New Mexico Community.
Dates for these activities will appear in the calendar of events in
this issue.
For many years now the Solo
and Ensemble Festival has met
with much success. However, to
make it more attractive, this dis-

trict has initiated an outstandi
award to be issued to an outstan
ing soloist, duet or ensemble. T
burden of selection will be plac
on the adjudicators. This awa
will be presented at their respe
tive awards assembly.
Thanks to Judi Freund of L
Alamos, the elementary division
off to a good start. Among thin
discussed were the possibility
establishing a central choral 1
brary and Dick Synder will spe
about an hour with our elementa
teachers on writing and arrangi
music for elementary chorus.
Respectfully Submitted,
Edward A. Martinez,
President
(Continued on Page 29)

MAKE
MINE
MUSIC

1978 .AUDITION DATES, CENTERS, CH.AIRMEN
CHORAL-November 13-17, 1978
November 13

Hobbs

November 14

Roswell

November 15

Las Cruces

November 16

Albuquerque

November 17

Los Alamos

Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup, 88240
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive, 88201
Guy Webb
Box 3F NMSU, 88001
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704, 87125
Don Beene
1500 44th St., 87544
1

INSTRUMENTAL-November 27-30, 1978

EDWARD MARTINEZ
First, let me take this opportunity to welcome all new music
teachers to the North Central District. May your first year with
this district prove to be a productive and fruitful one. Also, a big
welcome for all returning teach-

November 27

Roswell

November 28

Las Cruces

November 29

Albuquerque

November 30

Los Alamos
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Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive, 88201
Ross Ramsey
344 Phillips, 88001
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704, 87125
Don Beene
1500 44th St., 87544

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
( Continued from Page 28)

DISTRICT 6
CENTRAL

SELECTIONS FOR THE 1979 ALL-STATE ORCHESTRAS
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Overture to 'La Forza del Destina'
Symphony No. 5 (Finale)
STRING ORCHESTRA
Psalm and Fugue
Adagio for Strings

Verd:
Shostakovich
Hovahness
Barber

SELECTIONS FOR THE 1979 ALL-STATE CHOIRS
MIXED CHORUS
To Pauperum Refugium
Gloria, from the Heiligmesse
Tomorrow Shall be
My Dancing Day
John Saw duh Numbuh
Alleluia, Old German Melody
Lacrymosa (from the Requiem)
Festi'val Te Deum
Ye Followers of the Lamb
Streets of Laredo

J osquin Des Prez
F. J. Haydn
John Gardner

G. Shirmer
Walton
Oxford Press

arr. Shaw Parker
arr. Roger Wagner, Lawson-Gould
W. A. Mozard ed. Lara Hoggard
Benjamin Britten
E. E. Ferguson
Ralph Hunter, Lawson-Gould

GIRLS ' CHORUS
Regina Coeli (latin), SSAA
The Tambourine Player (English) , SS A A
Surrexit Pastor Bonus (latin) , SSAA
Beau Soir (English) , SSA
The Straw Guy (English) , SSAA
Will ffr, RP.memher?

C. Schirmer
C. Schirmer
Shawnee Press
Boosey & Hawkes
Assoc . Music Pub .

Brahms, Op . 37
Schumann
Mendelssohn
Debussy
No Com. Listed
Nelson

Peters
G. Schirmer
Broude
Marks
Oxford
Elkan Voge l

arr. Bryan

Belwin Mills

from Three Mountain Ballads, SSA
Charlottown (English), SSA

ROBERT BOUMA
The ol' school bells are already
ringing and students are now filling some of our classrooms again
for another year. So the mad rush
has begun.
It's too early to tell who tne
new music teachers in our district are, but will have them in
our next report. We do wish them
and all of you returnees a good
year.
Dates for district events are:
February 10, 1979 - Solo and Ensemble Festival at Socorro.
April 6, 1979 (Friday) - Large
Group Festival at Grants
April 27-28, 1979 - Honor Band
and Chorus Festival at Bernalillo
On October 1, 1978 there will
be a meeting of all District 6 music
educators at the Los Lunas Middle School Band room at 2 :00 p.m.
We need everyone there.
District officers for 1978-79 include the following:.
President, Bob Bouma, Los Lunas
Vice-President, Al Beres, Grants
Secretary-Treasurer, Peggy Lewis,
Los Lunas
Hasta La Vista!
Bob Bouma

STRING 1978-79 ALL-STATE AUDITION ETUDES
Violin:
Viola:
Cello:
Bass:

Kreutzer No. 2, bowings 35 and 37 (Start 14 measures from the end)
Kreutzer No. 3
Merk No. 4 (Also available in Shroeder Vol. 3)
Simandl No. 5

STRING 1978-79 ALL-STATE AUDITION NUMBERS
Shostakovich

Symphony No. 5, Finale
Psalm and Fugue

STUDENTS SHOULD PREPARE THE FOL LOWING REH EARS AL NUMBERS :
Violins :
Shostakovich- 98-1 O1
Psalm and Fugue-10- 11
Violas:
Shostakovich-102- 104
Psalm and Fugue- 11-12
Cellos :
Shostakovich-2 before 105- 108
Psalm and Fugue-12-14
Basses:
Shostakovich-104-107
Psalm and Fugue- 12-14

CHORAL 1978-79 ALL-STATE AUDITION NUMBERS
Schumann

The Tambourine Player, (English) SSAA,

Des Prez

Tu Pauperum Refugium, (Latin) SA TB

Hunter

Streets of Loredo TTBB, Lawson-Gould

a cappella, G. Schirmer 12073
a cappella, G. Shirmer 9565

Phone (505) 392-7511

•

2-00 W. Bender •

Hobbs, New Mexico 88240

(Continued on Page 30)
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Norte Vista Plaza

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
(Continued from Page 29)

DISTRICT 7
ALBUQUERQUE

R. J. FUSS
Sec.-Tres.-Diane Bonnell
8900 Natalie NE, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87111
Phone 298-0283
President-R. J. Fuss, 12601 Chico
NE, Albuqueryw. . , 'N"ew Mexico
87123, Phone 299-830~
Orchestra V.P.-Kim Thompscn
1817 Somervell NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
Phone 293-0686
Choral V.P.-Mark Scholz, 2429
Parsifal NE, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87112, Phone 294-5338
Band V.P.-Warren Alderman
4217 Louisina NE # 1021
Albuquerque, New Mexico87109
Phone 298-6558
Elementary V.P.-Darlene
Van Winkle
University V.P.-Harold Van
Winkle, 8512 Bellehaven Av.
NE, Albuquerque, N .M. 87112
Phone 294-7875
The officers have been working
putting together this year's calendar as can be seen in the calendar
printed in this magazine. With the
quality and quantity of work that
has been done so far by the officers, it appears as if our district
is in for a bonus year for music
education.
In the past there has been a
conserted effort by the member-

NEWS FROM NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITIES
UNM NEWS
Dr. Herbert Levinson, Associate
Professor of Music, passed away
in March 1978. Well-liked by his
colleagues and students, his presence will be missed.
UNM Summer presented a successful workshop program with
guest instructors of national fame
teaching.
Carl Orff Workshop - Arnold
Burkart, Ball State University Visiting instructor
Piano Techniques of TeachingGuy Duckworth, University of
Colorado, Visiting instructor
Teaching Native American Children John Batcheller, UNM
Professor of Music Education
Public School Choral Conducting - Lloyd Pfautsch, Southern
Methodist University, Visiting Instructor
Techniques of Teaching Woodwinds Frank Bowen, UNM
flute; Darrel Randall oboe; Artemus Edwards Bassoon; Floyd Williams clarinet; and Arlen Asher,
Albuquerque, Saxophone.
Jazz Band Techniques - William Rhoads, UNM, and John
Park, Saxophonist from Dallas,
Texas.
Leonard Felberg was a guest instructor of violin at Western State
University in Gunnison , Colorado.
Joanna de Keyser was first cellist at the Bach Festival in Carmel,
California.
Harold Van Winkle attended a
workshop for Marching Band and
Drum Corps Director in Whitewater, Wisconsin.
William E. Rhoads was guest
conductor at the University of
Pacific Summer Music Camp.
ship and officers to continually
raise the quality of all aspects of
music education in our district. I
am sure that with the energy and
ideas of our present board and
membership another thrust for ward is at hand.
We are looking forward to a
good year and we would like to
wish you a growing and prosperous one.
Respectfully Submitted,
R. J. Fuss
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Karl Hinterbichler a t tend e d
meetings of Trombonists International and taught a workshop at
Hartt College in Connecticut.
John Clark was guest conductor
at a workshop in Wisconsin.
Of importance to all teachers,
John Batcheller of the Department
of Music at UNM, and Richard
Van Dongen of the College of Education, are preparing a course,
TEACHING OF READING IN
THE CONTENT AREA-MUSIC.
To be offered during the fall
semester 1978, and again in the
summer 1979.

NMHU NEWS
Dr. Loren E. Wise, has been appointed Chairman of the Department of Fine Arts at New Mexico
Highlands University, Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
His composition Dialogues for
Percussion and Symphonic Band,
which was the First Runner-up in
the 1978 American Band Masters
Association-Ostwald Composition
Contest, will be performed by the
University of Arizona Symphonic
Band, under the baton of Professor Jack K. Lee, the last week of
February at that university.
James Mark, Director of Bands
and Woodwind Specialist at New
Mexico Highlands University received his D.M.A. degree in Clarinet Performance from the University of Michigan in August (1978).
Dr. Mark has been active in New
Mexico as a clinician and adjudicator, and has appeared frequently
with his wife, pianist/ harpsichordist Penelope Mark, in duo recitals
and chamber music concerts.

NMSU NEWS
Two new members of the faculty and a part-time instructor are
joining the staff of the Department
of Music at NMSU this fall. They
are Gary Hardie, cellist, Jerry
Hoover, assistant director of bands
and a music education specialist,
and Kevin Lepper, a graduate of
NMSU this summer in the master's program who will assist with
the percussion program and teach
(Continued on Page 31)

JNIVERSITY NEWS
(Continued from Page 30)

h eory.
Gary Hardie comes from the
Jniversity of Iowa where he is a
:andidate for the D MA degree as
performance major in cello. He
as principal cellist with the Uniersity of Iowa Symphony and an
structor in cello. His master's
egree is from the California Intitute of the Arts where he studd cello and composition; his
ndergraduate work was at Duke
niversity. His wife, Julia, is also
candidate for the · DMA degree
t Iowa; she is a violist. Both plan
concertize extensively and are
vailable for concerts throughout
estate.
Jerry Hoover will serve as assisant director of bands under Mr.
autzenheiser at NMSU. He has
een director of bands at J efferon City, Missouri where for nine
ears he was highly respected
hroughout the state of Missouri
s one of the outstanding bandsen. He has taught at the Lakeood Music Camp, the Stan Kenon Jazz Clinics, and has directed
he Missouri Lions Band. His
ands have performed at a numer of clinics and events such as
he National Mid-west Band Clinic
n Chicago and the Music Educaors National Conference. He will
each courses in music education
t NMSU as well as related instruental classes and ensembles to
he band program.
Levin Lepper earned the MM
egree at NMSU this summer and
ill assist with the percussion
rogram and teach music theory.
e has become known throughout
he state for his work with perussion groups. His wife, Anne,
as been secretary to the band
rogram since they both came to
as Cruces in 1976.

ton, New Jersey, the United Nations Chapel, and the World
Council of Churches.
According to Webb, "This concert will be an important opportunity that will challenge the
group as well as represent the university in a cultural program on
a broad national basis. After the
group's appearance at All - State
Festival and the American Choral
Directors Association conference
in Lawton, Oklahoma last year,
we feel it is a logical step to schedule a concert in New York. It
should be an exciting and rewarding experience for the group."
The Singers will begin their
year with a weekend retreat at
the NMSU Mountain Lab on top
of SAC Peak above Cloudcroft.
1978 FALL CONCERT
SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
The fall concert schedule at
NMSU has been announced. It will
include a performance of all 32 of
the Beethoven sonatas in a series

of seven concerts by Stefan Bardas
of North Texas State University.
Also, the Atlanta Symphony under
Robert Shaw on October 13, as
well as numerous faculty and ensemble concerts.
October will be dedicated as a
special "Support Our Symphony
Month." It will include concerts
by the University-Civic Symphony
under the direction of Marianna
Gabbi, Gary Hardie on the cello,
the NMSU Chamber Orchestra,
and a special "Evening For the
Symphony" featuring the chamber
orchestra and a performance of
"RSVP" by Offenbach.
A new Wednesday Reci tal-Lecture Series will be inaugurated
this fall that will combine faculty
lectures on various music subjects
and student recitals. Each Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in Hardman Hall
music majors and all persons in
the area can attend these lectures
and recitals. Lectures will be presented by Mr. Bardas, Drs . West,
(Continued on Page 32)

Dey,
look us over!

I

t

UNIVERSITY SINGERS
SCHEDULE LINCOLN
CENTER CONCERT
The University Singers, under
he direction of Dr. Guy B. Webb,
ave scheduled a concert in Alice
ully Hall of Lincoln Center Febuary 28, 1979. They will travel to
!New York in a five-day tour with
oncerts scheduled at the Westinster Choir College in Prince-

Upbeat ... swinging. And
quality all the way! Your band
. .. our uniforms.
Together, we'll tell the
world your band is up there
with the best. Sol Frank
Uniforms are nationally noted
for creative styling ... perfect
tailoring. And we give you the
personal attention you deserve.
Write now ... for
information, samples and prices.

. SOL
FRANK
UNIFORMS, INC.
P. 0. Box 2139
San Antonio, Texas 78206
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Hardisty, Webb, and Leland. A
panel discussion will be held on
" What it Takes to be a Successful
Music Educator" with visiting
guest professor David Wilmot
from the University of Florida.
MARIANNA GABBI
RECEIVES DOCTORATE
Marianna Gabbi received her
doctorate degree in performance
at North Texas State University
in Denton this summer. This fall
marks the fourth year that she
has been on the staff at NMSU as
director of the University - Civic
Symphony.
PRIDE BAND TRAVELS
TO DENVER
The NMSU PRIDE Marching
Band will travel to Denver, Colorado for pre-game and half-time
performances at the
Denver
Bronco game with Seattle in Mile
High Stadiupm. The trip will include performa1J..._c.:: for the SandiaDel Norte game in Albuquerque
on Friday night, Septemb~r 29,
and the University of ColoradoNorthwestern game in Boulder on
the 30th. The band is directed by
Tim Lautbenheiser.

EN MU NEWS
The calendar of events for the
Eastern New Mexico University
College of Fine Arts music and
art events includes performances
of the opera "Hansel and Gretel,"
the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra and the Arts and Crafts
Fair.
The University Symphony
opens the fall season with a pops
concert Sept. at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Union Ball.room and will
present a regular concert Oct. 19
in Buchanan Hall. "Hansel and
Gretel" has been selected for the
fall opera production in Oct. 2728 in University Theatre.
Middle-Eastern Music and Art
workshops will be at ENMU Oct.

One of six "MUSIC IS BASIC" billboards donated by Albuq,uerque
dealers and Donrey Outdoor Advertising Co.

20-23 and the annual Arts and
Crafts Fair will return Oct. 28-29
in the Campus Union Ballroom.
Other fall concerts include the
Collegium Musicum String Ensemble on Nov. 13, Concert Choir
Nov. 20, and a Wind EnsembleChamber Music Concert Dec. 11.
"An Evening of Dance" will be
presented Dec. 1 and 2 at the University Theatre.
A highlight of the fall calendar
is the return of the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra in concert
with ENMU choirs on Dec. 9 at 8
p.m. in the Marshall Junior High
School auditorium in Clovis.
The performance will include
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
known for its unusual inclusion

of solos and chorus in the four t
movement.
Eastern will begin the spri
semester with Swanee schedul
for Jan. 22-23, 25-27 at 8 p .m. i
the University Theatre, and "T
Barber of Seville" has been s
lected for the spring opera
April 27-28 in University Theatr

TUBERGEN RETURNS
TO E,N,M,U,
David Tubergen, assistant pr
fes sor in music, has returned
the School of Music after one ye
leave to work toward a doctora
in performance at New York Un
versity. Mr. Tubergen will resun
studio teaching in violin and via
and classroom teaching in theor

"The Midland-Odessa National Young Artist Competition will be
held on January 26 and 27 , 1979 , in Odessa, Texas. Secondary and
College divisions will compete for over $6,000.00 in prize money ,
performing winners to perform in concert with the Symphony in
the Spring of 1979 . For information, please contact:
Mrs. Paul C. Campbell
2825 East 17th St.
Odessa, Texas 79761
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MENC STUDENT PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I am pleased to announce that
all the local chapters will meet
again at All-State January 10-13,
1979 in Albuquerque. I am encouraging local chapters around
the state t o help in recruiting student members. It is of great importance that we have as many
active members as possible. Any
student who is enrolled in an institution with a student chapter,
and who is not employed full-time
in the field of music education, is
eligible for student membership.
The purpose of student membership is to afford students opportunity for professional orientation and development while still
in school. We are always happy to
see new active members in MENC.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to make a few brief
statements about the MENC National Convention in Chicago
April 12-16, 1978. The Convention
was held at the Conrad Hilton
in Chicago. Among the many ses-

sions I attended, one of them was
for the National Council of Student Member Chairpersons. At
this session I met with presidents
and chairpersons of each state.
There we discussed ways of making money for local and state
chapters, the circulation of a national news letter, and other problems and ideas that came to mind.
Over all I was overwhelmed by
the number of teachers , composers, musicians, publishers, etc.,
and found it to be a very reward-

ing ex perience . I will talk a littl
more on this subject at the MEN
meeting at All-State .
I wish the best of luck to eac
of the local chapters in recruitin
new members , and am lookin
forward to meeting with you
All-State. I deeply apprecia
your cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
Roland Salas
President,
MENC State Chapter
WNMU, Silver City

JOIN
MENC and NMMEA
SUPPORT YOUR
PROFESSION
SEE PAGES 38 AND 39

MAY'S-- YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR
ALL YOUR SCHOOL MUSIC NEEDS
Band and Orchestra Instruments - Drums and Equipment
Music Accessories and Supplies - Guitars and Amplifiers
Complete Music Department - Everything for the
ELE·M ENTARY MUSIC PROGRAM
Textbook Depository for most Adopted music,
educational records, cassettes, filmstrip and posters.
Come In -

Write -

Or Call

SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE
1978 May's 64th
Year Serving New Mexico

514 Central Ave. W-Phone 243-4458-Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87101
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WIND & PERCUSSION 1978-1979 NEW MEX ICO ALL-STATE AUDITION TITLES

~STRUMENT

TITLE

MVMT.

COMPOSER/ ARR.

PUBLISHER

iccolo (pub. for Fl.)
lute
lb oe
n glish Horn (Pub. Oboe)
a ssoon
b Clarinet
lb Clarinet
b Alto Clarinet

Suite in a minor
Concerto in G
1st Concerti no
Concerto in g minor
Sonata in f minor
Sonata op. 20
Concerto in Bb
Scene and Air from
"Luisa di Montfort"
Scherzo Fantastique

Overture
1st Mvmt.
1st & 2nd
All
1st & 2nd
All
1st

Telemann
Mozart
Guilhaud-Andraud
Handel
Telemann
Tuthill
Mozart

Southern Music Co.
Southern Music
Southern Music
Rubank
Editio Music (B&H)
Southern Music
Southern Music

All
All

Bergson
Reed

Adagio from Concerto No. 1
Sonata
Sonata IV

All

1st & 2nd
1st & 2nd

Spohr-Ayres
Eccles-Racher
Bach-Gee

Carl Fisher
Piedmont (Marks Belwin)
C. I. Barnhouse
Theodore Presser
Southern Music

Andante and Allegro
Petite Piece Concertante
Sonata in F Major
Solo de Concours
Concerto in One Movement
Andante et Allegro
Romance and Scherzo
Three Dances
Sonatina
Sonata

All
All
1st & 3rd
All
All
All
All
All
All
I & IV

Chailleuz- Voxman
Balay
Corelli
Croce-Spinelli
Lebedev
Barat
Cohen
Benson
Tcherepnin
Pitfield

Rubank
Southern Music
Edition Musicus
Belwin
Edition Musicus
Southern Music
Belwin
Chappell & Co.
Boosey & Hawkes
C. F . Peters Corp.

~

& Eb
Contra Bass Cl.
~ Bass Clarinet
b Alto Sax
lb Tenor Sax
b Bari Sax, Pub. for
Alto Sax.)
rumpet
rench Horn
rombone
ass Trombone
~ritone both clefs
uba
~are Drum
impani
eyboard

Scales: Ab and D Major, their relative minor scales in all three forms two octaves where practical and 1.he chromatic
scale within the practical range of the instrument.

MUSIC INDUSTRY COUNCIL MEMBERS 1977-78
ALFRED PUBLISHING CO.
Carole Ozanian Walsh. 15335 Morrison St .,
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91403

KING MUSIC CENTER, INC.
Alex Sanchez, 7017 Menauel, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M . 87110

SELMER COMPANY
Phil Mock, Box 310
Elkhart. Indiana 46514

BELWIN MILLS PUBLISHING CORP.
Ethel Winkler,
Melville, New York 11746

KING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. INC.
Dick Bennett, 9548 Dearborn ,
Overland Park, Kansas 66207
33999 Curtis Blvd. Eastlake, Ohio 44094

SHAWNEE PRESS, INC.
Jack Gittings, Western Manager,
P.O . Box 67, Lawndale, Ca. 90260

KURLAND-SALZMAN MUSIC CO.
Michael Salzman, 16 Sunrise Center,
El Paso, Texas 79704

SILVER BURDETT MUSIC,
William D. Ligon, 8301 Ambassado r Row ,
Dallas, Texas 75247

G. LEBLANC CORPORATION
Ben Rhodes, Vice President. 7019
30th Avenue, Kenosha, Wiscons in 53141

SOL FRANK UNIFORMS,
Jay D. Tomlinson, 702 South Santa Rosa
Street, San Antonio , Texas 78207

HAL LEONARD PUBLISHING CO.
8112 W. Bluemound Rd.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213

SOUTHERN MUSIC COMPANY,
Arthur Gurwitz, 1100 Broadway ,
San Antonio , Texas 78215

CAMPUS SPECIALTIES
Bill Smith, 324 Louisiana, N.E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87108
COAST WHOLESALE MUSIC COMPANY
Bob Crescitelli, Sales Manager, 1215 W.
Walnut St., Compton, Calif. 90220
JOHN COMBES MUSIC
P.O. Box 8025,
Van Nuys, California 91405
CALDWELL PRODUCTS, INC.
David Crawford, 2400 Industrial Blvd.
Abilene, Texas 79605
CONN-ARTLEY-SCHERL & ROTH
c / o Linda Kuzmicz, Sales Offices
Oak Brook Illinois 60521
DO RE Ml MUSICAL GIFTS
Bonnie Karlsrud, 3550 Arapahoe Ave.
Boulder, Colorado 80303
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER, INC.
Bob Farley, 3707 Eubank, N.E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87111
CARL FISCHER OF LOS ANGELES, INC.
John K. Moody, 1101 So. Hope St.
Los Algeles, Calif. 90015
GEMEINHARDT, K. G.
T. W. Adcock, P.O. Box 788 ,
Elkhart , Indiana 46514
HARRISON HURTZ
Robert L. Harrison , P.O. Box 268
Wymore, Nebraska 68466
HENCO, INC.
Dick Echols, 6025 Del Campo Pl., N . E.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87109
HOLT, RINEHART & WINSTON, INC.
9259 King Arthur Drive
Dallas, Texas 75247
L. J. Slankard , 1408 Marron Circle ,
Albuquerque, N. M . 87112

LUDWIG INDUSTRIES
1728 North Darnen Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60647
LUCHETTI DRUM & GUITAR CENTER
Nick Luchetti, 2617 Rhode Island, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
MANOR TEXAS FRUIT CAKE
Mr. Tom White, P.O. Box 2640
Dallas , Texas 75221
MAY'S MUSIC CO.
Bernie May, P.O. Box 152,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102
MUSIC MART, THE, INC.
Joe Keith, 210 Yale, S.E.
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87106
MUSITRONIC. INC.
Donna Sampson, 2125 4th St. NW,
Owatonna, Minnesota 55060
THE NEFF ATHLETIC LETTERING CO.
Larry Rouss, Box 20726
Phoenix, Arizona 85036

Q S P READER'S DIGEST
Gilbert D. Terry, 6933 Marilyn NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87109

~EPAIRS UNLIMITED
Larry Trout, 800 Coal SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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TEXAS VALLEY FRUIT COMPANY
R. L. Kenny, P.O. Box 174
Weslace, Texas 78596
TRINIDAD JUNIOR COLLEGE
M r. Barry Weiss
Trinidad, Colorado 81082
TYSON PIANO & ORGAN COMPANY,
Bruce W. Nehring, P.O . Box 3708,
El Paso, Texas 79923
WENGER CORPORATION,
555 Park Drive,
Owatonna, Minnesota 55060
WESTERN BAND SPECIALTY COMPANY
Paul H. Retrum, P.O. Box 2337
Carefree , Arizona
WURLITZER COMPANY,
LeRoy Esau, 403 E. Gurler Road,
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
WORLD'S FINEST CHOCOLATES, INC.
Don Mann, 2521 W. 48th St .,
Chicago, Illinois 60632
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION,
Edward Barbett, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, Ca. 90622

.
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ALL-STATE INSTRUMENTAL AND CHORAL AUDITION REGISTRAION SHEET

Please dupl icate this page and se nd with na mes and fees to the Audition Center Chairman nearest yo ur school. Type or prir
in duplicate the names of all students who are to audition . Please send sepa rate for ms fo r band , orchestra and cho rus. Send oriE
nal co py (cop ies) to the Aud ition Center Chairman by the specifi ed date. Reta in the seco nd copy fo r your reco rd. An audition FE
of $2 .00 per aud ition sh al l be re mitted. A stude r: t auditioning on two instru ments wili pay t wo aud itio n fees . Students shall nc
be scheduled to audition unless registered with fees paid or purchase order attached. If the school is m ore than 150 m iles or
way from the nearest Center and the school chooses to send taped auditions, these should be sent to DR . GUY B. WEBB, BOX 3
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CRUCES 88001 One week in ad vance of aud it ions . Aud it ion fee of $2 .00 pe r aud itio
must accompany tapes .
SCHOOL: .. . .... . . . . . . . . .
DIRECTOR: . ........

....

. . . . . . . .

.... ..

.. ... . . ... ... . .. .. .

. . . .

. . . .

...

. . .

............

AUDITION CENTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TOTAL STUDENTS AUDITIONING .. . .... . . . . .

..

. . . . . .

.

..

.

..

. . . .

ADDRESS: .. .. .... . . . . .
TOWN : . . . . . . . . . .
. . .

.. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .

...

. ....
'

. . . .

. . .

...

. . .

. . ..............

..... .... . . .. ......
. . .

. .

. . . . .

....

. .. . .

.. .. ... ... . . .. . . ... .. .....

TOTAL FEES REMI TTED: . . . . . .

. . . . . .

..

. .... .. ..... . .

.

Please list all vocal students by voice: 1st, 2nd Sop.; 1st, 2nd Alto; 1st, 2nd Tenor; 1st, 2nd Bass

PLEASE PREPARE SEPARATE REGISTRATION SHEETS FOR BAND, CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA
1,

1,

STUDENT'S NAME

INSTRUMENT

STUDENT'S NAME

INSTRUMENT

--

1,

I

i

THIS REGISTRATION MUST BE IN THE HANDS OF THE AUDITION CENTER CHAIRMAN NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 23, 1978 FC
VOCAL, OR NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 6, 1978 FOR INSTRUMENTAL.
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ENC IN ACTION

DIVISION CONFERENCE
DATE CHANGES
Since the last issue of MENC
n Action, two divisions have adusted the dates for their confern ces. The Southwestern Division
:onference in Colorado Springs
vill be held from February 1 to
·, rather than from February 2
o 5. The North Central Division
:onference, which will meet in
n dianapolis this year, has also
,een moved back one day. It will
ake place April 18 to 21.
:;:

MIO SW 79 MATERIALS
NOW AVAILABLE
Buttons, bumper stickers, vinyl
apel stickers, iron-on transfers,
.nd display banners with the offiial Music In Our Schools Week
9 logo are now available. Orders
or the materials should be sent
o the Lewis Company, 926 N
,treet, NW, Washington, D.C.
;0001, and not to MENC HeadlUarters.
To ensure arrival of materials
,efore MIOSW, all orders must be
n by March 10, 1979. Order forms
.nd additional information can be
ound in the September 1978 issue
1f Music Educators Journal.
MIOSW 79 is scheduled for
~pril 2 through 8. The slogan for
h is year's observance will be
Make Minue Music," and all sup1lies will again bear the treble
lef logo.

ASCD RESOLVES TO
SUPPORT THE ARTS
The Association for Superision and Curriculum Develop:ient (ASCD) passed the followrig resolution on arts in educaion and society at is annual busi.ess meeting this year.
"Believing that the arts are
asic to a quality program for the
1ell-ducated individual and recogizing that current emphasis on
.a rrowly defined skill objectives
, not consistent with ASCD's
oncern for balance in the curriulum, it is recommended that

ASCD form a working group for
the arts in general education with
the intention of stimulating curriculum development and promoting program implementation. In
addition, ASCD should support
legislation which promotes financial stability for arts and cultural
activities in the United States."
*

ucators are now available from
MENC Publications Sales. The
colorful set illustrates various
types of music: Ragtime, Country
and Western, Music of the Renaissance, and Rock. These posters are
only available in a set of four for
$6 from MENC Publications Sales ,
1902 Association Drive, Reston ,
Virginia 22091.

SELECTIVE MUSIC
LISTS UPDATED

ENMU TO HOST MIDDLE

The Selective Music Lists-1978:

Full Orchestra, String Orchestra
($2) compiled by MENC and the
National School Orchestra Association, has recently been released.
This publication updates the 1971
Selective Music Lists: Band, Orchestra, and String Orchestra.
It lists music by level of difficulty,
grades one through six, for full
orchestra and sting orchestra, and
contains a directly of publishers.
This volume can be obtained from
MENC Publications Sales, 1902
Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091.
MENC PRODUCES
MUSIC POSTER SERIES
Four new posters for music ed-

EASTERN CULTURE AND
ARTS WORKSHOP
The Portales campus of Eastern
New Mexico University will be
the site of a three-day workshop
and seminar on Middle Eastern
Culture and Arts to be held October 20 , 21 and 22. Lloyd and
Mari Miller of The Society for
Preservation and Propagation of
Eastern Arts from Salt Lake City,
Utah will be the guest lecturers
and artists for the various workshops, assisted by foreign students
from the nations included as well
as students and staff from ENMU.

May & Duncan Music Co1npany

4519 Western
353-3591
Amarillo
79109

424 N. Texas
332-9447
Odessa
79761

5001 Montana
566-9643
El Paso
79903

21 Village Cr.
682-9451
Midland
79701

King - Conn - Olds - Reynolds - Martin - LeBlanc - Selmer-Bach
Noblet - Normandy - Bundy -

Ludwig - Slingerland

Gemeinharclt - Artley - Haynes - Fox - Vito - Cleveland

SALES

RENTALS
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REPAIRS

Andrea has talent.
She's counting on you.
She may never become a virtuoso, but the musical experience she receives will be enriching. That makes it important for
you, the classroom teacher, to constantly challenge, motivate, and
inspire her. It's a tough job, one that requires patience,
energy, and attention to the latest developments in your field.
Today's musician deserves quality education, and at
MENC we have been working to make your classroom a
better place to learn. Our low cost publications, seminars,
competitions, and issues of Music Educators Journal
are only a part of the support services for our members.
In addition, our 63,000 voices make a loud noise in , .~ ~~i!
Washington, D.C., state capitals, and local
school headquarters where funds are allocated.
If you are interested in adding your voice
to the thousands of others who
are concerned about the future
of music eaucation, simply
return the coupon below.

MENC /
MAKING YOUR CLASSROOM A BETTER PLACE TO LEARN
Clip coupon to receive free information package.

Music Educators National Conference
1902 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

name

address

city, state, zip

MENC
Application for Membership in Music Educators National Conference and State Music Educators Association

PLEASE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
AREAS INFORMATION BELOW

TYPE OR PRINT COMPLETE NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW:

Name

State Association You Wish to be Affiliated With:
Address

City

State

If You Have Been a Member of MENC in the Past two Yrs .

Zip

ID # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiration Date _ _ __

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES (please check one):

D

Active (1) $28.00

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

Active Research (2) $34.00

$ ----------

OPTIONAL MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE (check

if

desired):

National School Orchestra Association (MENC membership is a prerequisite);

D
D

Individual Membership

$15.00

$ _ _ _ _ _ __

Institutional

$20.00

$ ----------

TOTAL ENCLOSED$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PROFESSIONAL AREAS:
(Check Appropriate categories)
MENC Office Use Only
Level Areas

Special Areas:

__
__
__
__
__
__

General Music, Elementary
General Music, Secondary
Choral
Band
Orchestra
Keyboard
__ Guitar

Elementary Teach er
Middle School Teacher
Junior High School Teacher
Senior High School Teacher
College Professor
Administrator/Supervisor

Batch #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Check # : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Check Date : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Amount: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Recd . From:

11ncludes $4 .00 for MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL and $.30 for MUSIC POWER .
1n Addition to Above , Includes $6.00 for JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION .

2

Music Educators National Conference
1902 Association Drive
Reston , Virginia 22091

MUSIC EDUCATION ACTIVITIES CALENDAR 1978-79
DATE

LOCATION

EVENT

NAME & ADDRESS of Person in Charge

August 21

Albuquerque

District Seven, Executive Meeting

August 22
August 26-27

Albuquerque
Albuquerque

District Seven, General Meeting
N.M.M.E.A. Board of Directors
Annual Meeting

September 9

Lovington

SENMMEA Fall Business Meeting

September 16

Gadsden

SWNMMEA Fall Business Meeting

September 23

Las Vegas

NC Fall District Meeting

October 14

Alamogordo

Southwest District Choral Clinic

October 21

Hobbs

N.M.J.C. Junior High Choral Clinic

October 23

All-State Choml Audition Registration must be in hands of Audition Center Chairman by this date

November 4

Albuquerque

Marching Band Competition, UNM

Novembr!r 4

Artesia

Marching Band Festival

November 4

Albuquerque

High School Vocal Solo and Ensemble

November 6

All-State Instrumental Registration must be in hands of Audition Center Chairman b'J-1 this date

November 9

Farmington

Junior High Honors Concert

Novembc!r 11

Portales

E .N.M.U. Homecoming

November 11
November 13

Albuquerque
Hobbs

UNM Band Day
All-State Vocal Auditions

November 14

Roswell

All- State Vocal Auditions

November 15

Las Cruces

All-State Vocal Auditions

N.M.S.U.

Novembm· 16

Albuquerque

All-State Vocal Auditions

Novembr!r 17

Los Alamos

All-State Vocal Auditions

November 17-18 Las Vegas

NC District Clinic

November 18

Albuquerque

November 27

Roswell

High School Orchestral Strings
Solo and Ensemble Festival
All-State Instrumental Auditions

November 28

All-State Instrumental Auditions

November 29

Las Cruces
N.M.S.U.
Albuquerque

November 30

Los Alamos

All-State Instrumental Auditions

December 8-9

Farmington
High School
Albuquerque
U.N.M.

High School Honors Concert

Colorado Springs,
Colorado
Albuquerque
Roswell
Goddard High
Clovis
High School

SW MENC

January 10-13

February 1- 4
February 10
February 10
February 14

All-State Instrumental Auditions

All-State Music Festival and
Inservice Conference

Middle School Choral Solo and Ensemble
Junior High School, Sub-District Vocal
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Junior High School, Sub-District Vocal
Solo and Ensemble Festival
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Ron Fuss, President
12601 Chico , NE , Albuquerque 87123
Ron Fuss, President
John 0 . Walker, President
606 Hermosa Dr. , Roswell 88201
Rollie V. Heltman, Executive Secretary
1150 Don Gaspar , Santa Fe 87501
Sam Pemberton
1925 Cameo , Clovis 88101
Don Thorp
2613 19th St., Alamogordo
Edward A. Martinez
P.O. Box 193, Espanola 87532
Don Thorp
2613 19th St., Alamogordo
Lynn C. Dean
N.M.J.C. , Hobbs 88240
Harold Van Winkle, Music Dept. , UNM
Albuquerque 87131
Bill Surface
1903 Booker, Artesia 88210
Mark Scholz
2429 Parsifal , NE, Albuquerque 87112
Scott Ramsey
105 E. 35th Street, Farmington 87401
Floren Thompson
E.N.M .U . School of Music, Portales 88130
Harold Van Winkle, Music Dept., UNM 87131
Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup, Hobbs 88240
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive , Roswell 88201
Dr. Guy W bb , Ch . Box 3-F
N.M.S.U., Las Cruces 88003
Dale Kempter, Albuquerque Public Schools
P.O . Box 25704 , Albuquerque 87125
Don Beene, Los Alamos High School
1300 Diamond Dr. , Los Alamos 87544
Robert Lucero
1103 12th Street, Las Vegas
Kim Thompson
1817 Somervell , NE, Albuquerque 87112
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive , Roswell 88201
Ross Ramsey
344 Phillips, Las Cruces 88001
Dale Kempter, Albuquerque Public Schools
P.O. Box 25704, Albuquerque 87125
Don Beene, Los Alamos High School
1300 Diamond Drive, Los Alamos 87544
Scott Ramsey
105 East 35th Street, Farmington 87401
John 0. Walker
606 Hermosa Drive, Roswell 88201
Rollie V. Heltman
1150 Don Gaspar, Santa Fe 87501
Mark Scholz
John 0 . Walker
Wayne Anderson
709 W. Manana, Clovis 88101

MUSIC EDUCATION ACTIVITIES CALENDAR 1978-79
DATE

LOCATION

EVENT

rch 2

Albuquerque

rch 3
rch 3

Deming High
School
Mora

Junior-Senior High School Instrumental
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Solo and Ensemble Festival
High School Vocal Solo and Ensemble
Festival
West Mesa High School Stage Band
Festival
Solo and Ensemble Festivals,
Instrumental and Choral-same day
High School Large Group Choral
Festival
District Senior High Solo and Ensemble
Festival
NC Large Group Choral Festival

rch 10

Mora

NC Large Group Band Festival

rch 10

Albuquerque

High School Band Solo a nd Ensemble

rch 14-15

Albuquerque

Large Group Orchestra Festival

rch 1'7

Albuquerque

Middle School Band Solo and Ensemble

rch 17

Hobbs

rch 29

Gallup
High School

Junior High School Sub-district
Vocal Solo and Ensemble Festival
Choral Large Group Festival

b ruary 17
b ruary 24

Portales
E.N.M.U.
Springer
Roswell High

b ruary 22-24

Albuquerque

b ruary 28

Kirtland

ruary 17

Hobbs
N .M.J.C.

ril 6

Grants

Junior High School Choral Festival
(Large Groups)
Large Group Festival

7

Las Cruces
High School

District Large Group Festival

7

Los Alamos

NC Solo and Ensemble Festival

ril 7

Raton

Large Group Festivals

ril 10

Gallup
Ft. Wingate
High School
Clovis
Marshall Jr.
High
Albuquerque

Instrumental Large Group

ril 11-12

ril 12--13
ril 18
ril 20-21

Hobbs Higli
School
Tucumcari

ril 27

Deming High
School
Albuquerque

ril 27-28

Bernalillo

ril 28

Albuquerque

a y 10-11

Albuquerque

a y 12
a y 12

Albuquerque
Lovington

ril 21

a y (dat e to
Albuquerque
b e announced)

Junior-Senior High School Instrumental
Festival (Large Groups)
Band High School , Large Group
Festival
High School Choral Festival
(Large Groups)
NE District Honor Band and Choir
District Junior High Large Group
Festival
Middle School Choral Large Group
Festival
Honor Band, District 6
Middle School String Solo and
Ensemble Festival
Middle School Band, Large Group
Festival
Guitar Solo and Ensemble Festival
Spring Business Meeting, District 2
Swing Choir Festival
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NAME & ADDRESS of Person in Charge

Floren Thompson
E.N.M.U .. Portales 88130
Peter Abeyta, Springer Schools
Chuck Rives
1202 W. Yale , Roswell 88201
Ra y Bell , West Mesa High School
6701 Fortune, W , Albuquerque 87105
Janet Hegwood
Box 1184 , Kirtland 87417
Mark Scholz
Dick Valenzuela
1401 S. 19th Street , Deming 88030
Eloy Ro ybal
Mora Schools , Mora 87732
Eloy Roybal . Mora High School
Mora , 87732
Warren Alderman
4217 Louisiana , E - 1021 , J\l b. 87109
Kim Thompson
1817 Somervell , NE , Albuquerque 87112
\tVarren Alderman
4217 Louisiana , NE. ·· 1021 , Alb. 87109
Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup Dri ve, Hobbs 88240 ·
Mary L. Brooks
Box 39
Gallup H.S. , Gallup 87301
Lynn C. Dean
N.M .J .C., Hobbs 88240
Michael Foster
1617 Spe ronelli Road , W . Alb. 87107
Eel White
Ila Fields , Ch. 1545 Country Club
Las Cruces 88001
Don Beene
1300 Diamond Drive, Los Alamos 87544
Mike Higgins and Suellen Lockard
Raton Public Schools
Ken Holloway
1001 Grandville
Gallup Mid School , Gallup 87301
Steve Baldock
P .O . Bo x 1268 , Clovis 88101
Warren A lderman
42 17 Louisiana , E , A lbuquerqu e 87109
Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup Driv e, Hobbs 88240
Bob Murphey, Justin Richard, Phil Wilson
Tucumcari Schools
\I\T ende 11 Corn bs
1304 Mountainair = 3, Demin g 88030
Mark Scholz
Sophia M . Sanchez
10824 Barbara Ellen , E , Alb. 87111
Kim Thompson
1817 Somervell, NE, Albuquerque 87112
\tVarren Alderman
4217 Louisiana, NE , Albuquerque 87109
Mark Scholz
.John M. Bealmer
1601 S. Ave. B. , Portales 88130
Mark Scholz

SAMPLE JUDCilNCi SHEETS
NE\-! MEXIC" MUSIC EIX.'C.A7CR!' ASSOCIATI ON
PERCUSSICN I:1STR1.JMEN1".3 AL'"JITI CN Jl,1r.IJIG SHEET
AL-;'.ITISN CENl'l::R - - - - - - -

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
CHORAL AUDITION JUCGING SHEET
AUDITION CENTER - - - - - STU:JENT ' S NAME

STUDE?,'l'' S NAME ......,_,(P~r...,..
ir.--,
.t- or~ t-yp_e. . . , . J - - - - - - - - - - - - GRADE _ _ __
SCHOOL - - - - - - - - - - - -

SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

VOICE:
Circle One :

ALT0
1~2nd

SOPRANO
1st 2nd

NAME OF PREPARED SOLO: -

TENOR
l~~ nd

GRADE

INSTP1.J~'l' _ __

--=..

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _

BASS
~

NAME CF PREPARED SOLO
If you qualify to be i. _n_e_it- h-,e-r _Ba_n_d- or- 0-rc_h_e _s t_ r_
a _,-..,-hi-. c_h_1_·s_ y_ o_ur_f-i·_ s_t_c_h_
· 1-·c-r , --'Sann
Orche tra _ _ _~

2n

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

SNARE DRL'M ONLY :
Students I choice
t.\./O of the first
thirteen Ruuirr,ents ,-,lus open and
clos~ long roll:
Tor,e Qua 11 ty
C-rrect Sticking
Accuracy of Rhytbn
f0"'t.nical Facility
- -tr,ts
·1°Yl'~"A:H ONLY :
.
:;,,,nons tra te Tuning
10
Lc,r.(.': roll pp to ff
1J
::1ts
MALI£!' INSTRlJNH:TS 01'1,Y:
Tcne Quality
Scales ~ Arpeggios
(Same 3S Wind Jnst .
Demonst rate roll
pp to ff

SCORE

SOLO PERFORMANCE:
Tone Quality
Brea th Support
Pitch Accuracy
Rhytl>.m Accuracy
Phrasing Accuracy
Inter!)retation
Attention to Score
Markings
Diction

--,-(=-:Pl_e_as_e_ p_r...,..
i ,-.t_ o_ r_t_-.p-e~)-

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?IP_ _ _ __

15

5
5
5
5
5
5
50 points

~--,_3D-:liLE PERFORIIJ\NCE:

Tone Qua lity
Brea th Support
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
Phrssing Accuracy
Att:ention to Score
Markings

SCORE

CC'ME!l'l'S

- ~,-··.-cLO,,....-=,;cc~;=-=;c-c-~f;/,=c-ct:c.,.IA~~~::,:i:..::c:;_(~::.·t:.s,L~)_ __;.__.!=.20:::...1:P:::'.O::.:.ir~,t.:c_S-4-_ ___J _ _ _ _ _ _
Tone Quality
Accuracy of Rhyti.n;s
Phrasini; ., Style
Attacks '-' Releases

30 points

SIGHT READING
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
10 points

-----

10
10
10
10

Technical J\ccurocv

11..,

8nd Facility
•
Attention to Sc re
MRrkings
. ;GHT READING : (ALL)

1,
r) ·

i,t-

- - - - t - - - - + - - - - - ---------'-l

Tone Qua 11 ty
Accuracy of Rhythms
P. t tent ion to Score
Markings
TPchnical Ac~uracy

TONAL M™ORY TEST:
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy

2) noints

10 fOints

TOTAL P(T7!'S

1 Xl

100

TOI'AL POINTS

A'llJUIOl:ER 'S SIGNATURE

DATE

AuHtioner's Signature

NE' I MEXICO MUSIC EDUCA'!'"RS ASSOCIATION
STRING INSTRUMFNT AU'"lITICN JUXING S!!FET

A\rinm,

x::-~, ~.r.:-xrc,.. ~:.: ..~I,.. r..LU Aif':\ .. AS,-0C IXTIGN
'·r:;n 1;J[TR'JM::NT AU,T:'ICN J\.,';x;l'.iG 31-!EET
AU-I:IC!: 'E::rrn - - - - - - -

C"!'.-'l'"H _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STUDEl\'l''S NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IN..,TR'l,PIE?;'l' _ _ _ _GRAJE _ __

.3':V £'. 'J \J\ME ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - Giv\
( ?.!.c~:;e r-,rirrt er t.:,;.,e)

( Pr int or type)
SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _- ';.IP _ __

_ _ _ 1,'Jn\..Y..t.::r_

srwcL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'z.1r _
NAME OF PREPARED SOLO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

SCALE : MAJOR u RELATIVE MINOR
Tone Quality
2
Pitch Accuracy
2
Bowing Control
Technica 1 Accuracy
Balance o f Rang"
10 poir.ts

SCORE

NNC ";' PREPf.i<ED ;:,OL-:' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"I
If y 1..: 4Ua.lifv tot< in either &nJ . . r Orch-.str:, , whic!'. do you ;>rc... ,:,rt
Pan~- - - - l"'r.:-.es"..ra _

CC~lMENIJ

~·,.. ,::=:; :

~:i,J"'P , r11I~~CR, CHRCMATIC:
Trr.e Quality
5
i"'i ...... L ,;,..'"'Ur'l~Y
r,
:
l.r.~ :11 /,,... c..:ur/3.c:,.
Y...J.1..·1r,r1.

SOU PF:PFOTh'1ANCE :
Tnne Quality

o ...

rsrw,

)
,l:J points

1-'~ tch Accuracy

Rhythm Accuracy
Phrasing Accuracy
Technical Accuracy
Attention to Score

"C!.l' ?J':'Fr:",:~1.;.xcE :
T -. "·,ol i ty

P.r'?att
: +

Mar!,:ings

~

.... ~:

?i-:rr, '.cr·::-1c:1
:.·r:yt(_n /\"'c·irn.ry
?! !"'J.Si:-1g

30 points

T('\c:::-.ic·...:: /.. " ....... r&C~v

ORCHESTRAL EXCERPTS :
Tor.e Qua lity
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accur acy
Phrasing Accuracy
Technical Accuracy
Attention to Score
Markings

5
l')

,· ....... ,-:,ri-:.r t'"' ::;r

:.:1r?. i:--.•~.::

5 poir.t :

2I,..:::-

:,fJ._;I:\C
l~ 1i • j

j'"I:- '"''r

30 ;:,oints

K: ..... -:-.

',:l"'·... r:J<'-..·

:~r,..,,_tl'"°'C"/

,. ir.r·

RE)')UIRED ETUDE:
Tone Qual ity
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy

~') rein:.~

Phr--:.sinr; Acc·.1racy

T chnical Ac;:uracy
Attcr.ti-,n to Score
t<arkingz
)'.) points
TOTAL POINTS

,.,,~ ~i ti0ner I s Signature

100
,",

Da t e
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DRUM
GUITAR
2617 RHODE ISLAND, N.E.

PERCUSSION

HEADQUARTERS

ALL LINES OF PERCUSSION -

GU 1·T ARS
IBANEZ -

YAMAHA -

PIMENTEL -

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110

ACCESSORIES -

PARTS

AMPLIFIERS-SOUND SYSTEMS.
WASHBURN

SUNN -

POLYTONE -

SATGE

KEYBOARDS
FENDER RHODES
ELECTRIC PIANOS

KORG
SYNTHESIZERS

INSTRUCTION-RENTALS-REPAIRS

Serving All Of New Mexico Since 1965
•

2617 RHODE ISLAND, N.E.,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110

I

(505) 298-5519

• !
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